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Abstract 

Multicast with QoS guarantee is a resource-efficient transmission scheme for the delivery 

of multi-participant multimedia applications. In this thesis, we present MRMA, a 

multicast resource management architecture designed to provision rnulticast service with 

QoS guarantee over the P piatfom. Unlike most other related work, which focuses 

primarily on the algorithmic or protocol aspects of the multicast problem, our work 

focuses on the architecture and implementation aspects pertaining to the setup and 

configuration of multicast sessions with QoS guarantees. MRMA offen a flexible 

piatfom for intepting the necessary components for implementing the key multicast 

functions that are needed for creating, maintaining and terminating multicast sessions: 

route seiection, address allocation, session advertisement, and QoS-sensitive tree 

construction. MRMA impiements a hienrchicd architecture that features centralized 

monitoring of network state and semi-distributed per-session multicast management 

which allows it to achieve a good balance between accuracy and scaiability. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

The Intemet has bren growing exponentially for the past twenty years, and it is highly 

expected to continue at that rate for the near future as an emerging class of applications 

such as e-commerce, multi-user communication and multimedia become more and more 

popular. These applications are generally chancterized by high transmission bandwidth, 

high data processing and stringent Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirernents. However, 

although data processing and transmission technologies are also advancing rapidly, their 

growth in capacity cannot match the growing demand, resulting in network resources 

becoming a scarce comrnodity. Over the last decade, multicast with QoS guarantees, 

referred to in this thesis simply as multicast-with-QoS, has arisen as a candidate solution 

that stresses on network bandwidth efficiency. It is an efficient multipoint 

communication scheme designed to minimite the arnount of Mfic generated by multi- 

user applications while also providing QoS guarantees. 

In this thesis, we introduce our design for the Multicast Resource Management 

Architecture (MRMA), a network management s ystem for provisioning multicast-w ith- 

QoS service over the IP platform. In particular, the MRMA is responsible for managing 

d l  operations relating to the setup and configuration of multicast-with-QoS sessions. 

1.1 Motivation and Objective 

Provisioning multicast-with-QoS is a complicated problem that requires the network to 

implement numerous key multicast functions: QoS-sensitive multicast route selection and 

construction, multicast address allocation, session advertisement, and reliable multicast 



transport services. These key multicast functions are described in more detail in 2.1.1. 

Unfortunately, the current Intemet architecture is specialized for offering best-effort 

unicast service, and as such it lacks the setup and administration mechanisms needed for 

deploying and managing the nontrivial services required by multicast-with-QoS. Best- 

effort unicast is point-to-point and involves only two participants: a source and a receiver, 

and since it is 'best-effort' the t r a c  characteristics of the data that is passed from the 

source to the receiver are unpredictable. Multicast. on the other hand. is point-to- 

multipoint or rnultipoint-to-multipoint and involves more than two participants. Multicast 

is more complicated to mode1 and implement than unicast since it consist of many more 

participants and so it involves many more parameters to track. For example, other than 

network topology (i.e., link and node state statistics) multicast routing information also 

include multicast tree and group membenhip information. Moreover, QoS guarantee 

requires mechanisms to manage the distribution of network resources, mainly 

connection-admission-control and resource reservation mechanisms. QoS guarantee is 

best achieved by setting up a connection-onented path between the participants and 

reserving sufficient resources along the entire path. Such a connection results in highly 

predictûble and controllable end-to-end traffic behavior. To provision multicast-with- 

QoS, the Intemet's IP-network must be extended to include resource and control 

mechanisms for managing and coordinating the various multicast functions listed above. 

As such, our prirnary objective is to design an architecture that provides the necessary 

management mechanisms needed for provisioning multicast-with-QoS service over the IP 

platform. In particular, we want to develop a solution that can integrate. coordinate, and 

deliver ail the key multicast functions needed for managing the creation, maintenance. 

and termination of multicast-with-QoS connections. 

Furthemore, multicast has sparked deep interest among the research and industry 

comrnunity in the last ten years since Deering fint described the standard rnulticast 

mode1 for IP networks [l]. There are many research papers written on each of the key 

rnulticast functions/topics and we list some of them hem. For multicast routing 

dgorithms, there exist many proposed heunstics for solving the classic Steiner Tree and 

Consti-ained Steiner Tree problems [IO]. For multicast protocols, there are two 

categories: QoS-oblivious - Protocol Independent Multicast (PM), Core-based Tree 



(CBT), Border Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP), Distance Vector Routing Multicast 

Protocol (DVRMP) [5], Multicast extension to Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [6], 

and QoS-sensitive - Yet Another Multicast (YAM) [27], Quality of Service sensitive 

Multicast Intemet protoCol (QoSMIC) [25]. For multicast address allocation, there is 

the suite of Intemet Engineering Task Force (IETF) protocols that support intra-domain 

and inter-domain address allocation: Multicast Address-Set Clairn (MASC), Address 

Allocation Protocol (AAP), Multicast Address Dynamic Client Allocation Protocol 

(MADCAP), and Multicast Address Allocation Architecture (MAAA) [24]. For session 

announcement, there is the sdr tool and Session Description Protocol (SDP) protocol. 

Lastly, for reliable transport service. there are many proposed multicast transport 

protocols such as Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) [16], Reliable Multicast Transport 

Protocol (RMTP-II) [ 171, Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) [18], Active Reliable 

Multicast (ARM) [18]. However, a11 of the work listed above analyzes the multicast 

problem from either the algorithmic or protocol aspect, and genenlly focuses on a one or 

two topics. In particular, none of them approach the multicast problem as a whole or 

address multiple rnulticast topics together. As such. in designing the multicast 

management architecture Our secondary objective is to address the multicast problem as a 

whole from an architectural perspective with an emphasis on implementation issues. 

1.2 Contributions 

The main research contribution is the specification of the Multicast Resource 

Management Architecture (MRMA). The architecture features a hierarchical design that 

can scale to support both intn-domain and inter-domain multicast opention. The design 

implements centralized monitoring of the state of the domain topology and serni- 

distributed management of multicast sessions. It is semi-distributed in the sense that the 

total computationd load of managing al1 the multicast sessions in the domain are 

distributed arnong multiple session managers, but each multicast session is managed 

centrally by a single session manager. The arrangement offers a good compromise 

between enabiing accurate management decisions and achieving hi& scalability. 

Furthemore, the architecture models each of the multicast functions as stand-alone 

functionai components that embed into a kemel core. The key multicast components are: 



i) a protocol for conducting QoS-sensitive route selection and tree constmction. ii) an 

addressing scheme for managing the allocation of multicast addresses, iii) a session 

directory for announcing the presence of active multicast sessions to the network, iv) and 

a transport protocol for providing reliable delivery of multicast data. The mode1 allows 

the flexibility to 'swap-in' and 'swapsut' different implementations for each of the 

functional components. Since there already exist proposed solutions for each of the 

multicast components. our intent is to decrease the effort needed for implementation the 

MRMA by facilitating leveraging of existing technologies. 

Following is a summary of the research contributions of this thesis: 

We proposed a management architecture, MRMA, that integrates al1 the key multicast 

components into a single coherent system for provisioning multicast-with-QoS 

service over the P platform. The emphasis is on intn-dornain multicast, but 

suggestions for scaling the architecture to support inter-domain rnulticast is also 

proposed. Much of the design effort is focused on detailed specification of the 

architecture and operation of the kemel component. 

As part of the MRMA architecture, we also introduced the concept of Session 

Managers for handling al1 management operations pertaining to each multicast 

session. The Session Manager can be located both anywhere in the network or on the 

multicast source itself. However, by locating the Session Manager on the multicast 

source itself, the computationd load of managing each multicast session can be 

moved outside the network and ont0 the host. 

O Furthemore, a Native Multicast Management Protocol (NMMP) is developed to 

accompany the MRMA architecture. It specifies the procedures the MRMA executes 

for both application-level multicast operations and kemel-level operations. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some background 

materid relating to multicast-with-QoS and standard network management architectures. 

First, we begin by describing the multicast communication scheme and quality-of- 

service, followed by a description of each of the key multicast functions that are required 

for provisioning multicast-withQoS. We then discuss two other multicast research 



projects that are more related to our work: the MBone architecture and the QoSMIC 

rnulticast protocol. In the second half of the chapter, we descnbe and compare the three 

standard network management paradigms (centralized, distributed and hierarchical) as 

well as present some popular management platfoms. Chapter 3 presents the MRMA 

architecture. We first introduce the architecture from the conceptual perspective and then 

move ont0 a detailed specification of the design from the implementation perspective. 

Here. we also specify the Context Modei (or operational context) that defines the design 

scope of this thesis. Chapter 4 presents the NMMP protocol that defines the execution 

procedure for al1 management operations, including kemel operations and multicast 

operations. The protocol also specifies a command set used for signaling the procedures. 

Chapter 5 evaluates the control overhed of the MRMA architecture using analyticai 

methods. The performance is compared to other multicast protocols such as QoSMIC. 

YAM. and MOSPF. Finally. Chapter 6 presents our conclusions and suggestions for 

future work. 



Chapter 2 

2 Multicast Background 

Multicast communication refers to the one-to-many or many-to-many delivery of data. A 

multicast connection (or session or group) has multiple participants (or memben) that are 

spanned by some a graph, usually a tree. The tree can be rooted at either a multicast 

source (known as a source-based tree) or at an arbitrary core (known as a core-based or 

shared me). The source will only have to inject one copy of the data into the network 

and the data will traverse dong the multicast tree to al1 the mernbers. The network only 

duplicates the data at the tree's bnnching points. This technique for cornrnunicating 

information to multiple recipients minimizes the amount of traffic duplication at both the 

source and the network, thereby lowering the bandwidth requirement of the application. 

For more in-depth information on multicast technology there exist many excellent 

surveys and books which examine various aspects of the scheme [12,20-221. 

There are two varieties of multicast transmission: best-effort multicast and multicast- 

with-QoS. The distinction between the two methods lies in the predictability of the 

multicast traffic that is transrnitted through the network. Best-effort trafic does not 

require the network to ensure that it meets certain end-to-end performance guarantees 

(i..e bounded delay, bounded delay jitter, bounded loss ratio, etc.). QoS-sensitive traffic, 

however, does require the network to ensure that it rneets certain end-to-end performance 

guarantees. As such, multicast-with-QoS have traffïc characteristics that are much more 

predictable than is possible with best-effort multicast. The tradeoff is higher 

implementation complexity. 



2.1 Cornparison of Multicast and Unicast 

There are two methods of delivering data to multiple receivers over an IP network: 

unicast and multicast. An one-to-many connection is equivalent to a set of one-to-one 

connections that connect the source to al1 the receivers, and so it is possible, with today's 

IP protocol, to use a set of independent point-to-point unicast connections that have the 

same source to transmit data from a source to multiple receivers. Note that in this thesis 

IP rcfcis to both P v 4  and P v ~ ,  imless otherwise statsd. Xlthough rhis méthod i s  

feasible, it does not make optimal use of network resources (Le., link and cpu bandwidth) 

since it requires the source to generate multiple copies of the same packet and transmit 

them to each of the receivers separately, which results in unnecessary duplication of 

tnffic. Multicast is a more efficient transmission scheme for provisioning point-to- 

multipoint communication. It only requires the source to generate and inject into the 

network a single copy of each packet, which will traverse dong a tree that spans al1 the 

receivers. The network will only make duplicates of the packet at branching points on 

the tree. which avoids unnecessary duplication of packets. Examples of the unicast. 

multicast and broadcast communication schemes are compared in Figure 2.1. 

B roadcast Unicast 

Router 

rn Source 

Target Receiver 

Figure 2.1: Different Multipoint Communication Schemes. 

Multicast may be effective in minirnizing the network resource requirement of muiti- 

user applications, but it necessitates the need for increased complexity in the network. 

From a conceptuai point-of-view, multicast is a very simple communication scheme - it 
is essentially the broadcast of information to a select set of receiven. However, h m  an 



implementation point-of-view, multicast involves many more operations and is much 

more complex to implement than to setup a set of point-to-point unicast connections that 

connect a single source to multiple receivers - both enable multipoint communication but 

one delivers information dong a multicast tree while the other traverses through multiple, 

independent unicast paths. For instance, if there are N participants in the session and 

since each of the point-to-point connections can be setup and operated independently of 

each other. then the complexity of implernenting the session is equivalent to N times the 

complexity of a single unicast connection. Note that most unicast routing problems 

involve satisfying certain link-constraint and path-optirnization requirements and c m  be 

denved from four basic routing problems [IO]. Most of them are solvable in polynomial 

time by various forms of the shortest path algorithm. The P protocol makes use of the 

Dijkstra and Bellman-Ford [3] versions of the shortest path algorithm to genente its 

routing tables. Thus, other than for the source to track PI the receivers that it rnust 

transmit to, this method requires no architecture changes or additional services from the 

network. The multicast scheme, on the other hand, require operations and calculations 

that must consider dl the N rnembers of the session as a whole, and not as independent 

sub-problems that c m  be tackled one by one as in the unicast scheme. One difference is 

that multicast routing involves cdculating a tree that spans dl the group mernbers, nther 

than just a path that connects two nodes. Many of the well known multicast routing 

problems involve combinations of tree-optirnization and treetonstraints functions that 

must be applied to al1 links on the tree. Most of these problems are denved from either 

the classic Steiner Tree or Constrained Steiner Tree problems and are NP-complete, 

although most are solvable in polynomial time using heuristics if certain assumptions are 

made. [IO] lists various well known unicast and multicast problems and their 

conesponding complexity. Another difference is that a multicast source transmits a 

single copy of each data packet into the network addressed to a destination address that 

identifies the rnulticast session nther than any particular end-point receiver. In order for 

the network to be able to foward the packet to al1 the receivers, the routers must be 

aware of the output ports that each of the multicast addresses maps onto. Overall, 

multicast requires the deployment of more complex routing protocols and the addition of 

mechanisms in routers for tracking the States of active multicast sessions. In the next 



section, we will outline the different network services needed for provisioning multicast- 

with-QoS service. 

2.1.1 The Key Multicast Functions 

To begin, we will first discuss best-effort rnulticast, which is perhaps the least complex 

form of multicast with respect to operations and requirernents. This form is less complex 

in the sense that it does not involve any QoS issues and do not require any connection- 

admission-control or resource control mechanisms. Best-effort multicast requires the 

following network cornponents: multicast capable routers, rnulticast routing algorithm. 

session directory, address controller, and multicast transport protocol. 

Multicast routers are essentially the sarne as unicast routers except that they have the 

additional capability of recognizing and routing multicast packets. Mrouted is an 

example of a daemon process that adds multicast routing capability to IP unicast routers. 

It is currently deployed on the MBone [2] .  The multicast routing algonthm is used to 

choose a feasible route that connects al1 the group members to the source, given a set of 

link state parameten. What is meant by 'feasible' is that the chosen route must satisfy 

certain performance constnints such as having certain end-to-end delay bound or 

maximum cost dong each individual path from the source to a receiver, or the route 

must achieve certain optimization levels. Best-effort multicast routing calculations 

usually only has to satisfy simple constraints and low degrees of optimization. In fact, 

the only routing requirement for the MBone is that the multicast route should minimize 

the distance of each path connecting the source to each receiver. Currently proposed 

routing algorithms that can achieve route optimizations generate either a shortest path 

tree (SPT) (31 or a minimum spanning tree (MST) [4] that is rooted at the source or a 

speciai core and cm be connection-oriented or connectionless. Packets will traverse 

dong this route from the source to al1 the receiven. Some well-known routing protocols 

that are currently k ing  deployed andor tested are: Distance Vector Multicast Protocol 

(DVRMP) [SI, Multicast Extensions to Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [6], Protocol 

Independent Multicast-Dense Mode (PM-DM) [7], Protocol Independent Multicast- 

Sparse Mode (PM-SM) [SI, and Core Based Trees (CBT) [9]. 



Other than setting up the physical connection, the rnulticast session must be uniquely 

identified by an addressing scheme, and since the session is not persistent, the identifier 

has to be dynamically assigned. It is the role of the address controller to manage the 

allocation of a limited pool of addresses. The IPv4 protocol reserves the Class D address 

range for multicast use and they are also dynarnically allocated. Moreover, once a 

multicast session is active its presence must be announced on the network so that new 

members cm join - this is the role of the session directory. It can be a simple table or 

database that hosts cm query for information about active multicast sessions, such as the 

multicast address. The sdr tool serves this purpose in the MBone, Finally, a transport 

protocol is needed to handle issues relating to sequencing, congestion, and 

acknow ledgements. 

Multicast-with-QoS is similx to bat-effort rnulticast, but is further complicated by 

the need to negotiate, acquire, and guarantee network resources for each network link 

spanned by the rnulticast tree. QoS guarantees corresponds to minimizing the 

randomness in behavior that application traffic expenences as it traverses the network, 

and cm be achieved by allocating appropriate amounts of network resource for 

processing the traffic flow - for the entire duration of the connection. A connection- 

onented approach that fixes a route and then reserves suficient resources dong the path 

can ensure trafic stability and is much more effective for guaranteeing QoS than a 

connectionless approach. QoS guarantees is a fundamental service that al1 networks must 

provide if they are to effectively deliver broadband multimedia applications. As such, 

in addition to the components listed for the best-effort case, multicast-with-QoS also 

requires the following three additional components: QoS-sensitve multicast routing 

algorithm, resource reservation mec hanism, ruid an effective network monitoring 

mechanism. 

Given a network topology, the QoS-sensitve multicast routing algorithm is needed to 

select routes that have the best chance of meeting the QoS requirements of each 

individual member. Multicast-with-QoS routing generally entails performing route 

selection optimization involving multiple constraints, and this optimization must be 

applied to the entire tree. In particular, the algorithms are more complex than those used 

for best-effort multicast route selection since the routes that are generated must generally 



satisfy more performance constraints and achieve higher degrees of optimization. For 

example, besteffort routing may just ihoose any tree that can physicaily span the set of 

receivers. but QoS-sensitive routing rnay require ail paths on that tree to satisfy some 

minimum available bandwidth and exhibit certain minimum end-to-end delay and jitter 

bounds. There are commonly two types of constraints in multicast problems: link and 

tree. Link constraints are restrictions on the selected paths. An exarnple is that a 

constraint rnight specific that a feasible path connecting the source to any receiver should 

have a certain minimum bandwidth. Tree constnints are performance bounds that apply 

to al1 the links on the multicast tree. An example is one may specific as a constraint that 

the aggregate cost of d l  the links on a feasible tree rnust be less than a specific limit. 

Tree optimization, on the other hand, is sirnilar to tree constraints. but instead of 

satisfying some specific bound, it tries to select the route that is most optimal (i.e.. 

rninirnization of the total cost of the multicast tree). Efficient QoS-sensitive routing 

algorithms (i.e., Shortest Path First and Minimum Spanning Tree aigorithms) that achieve 

good tree optimization not only accommodates the QoS requirements of each individual 

multicast session, they also help minirnize the ovedl  call-blocking rate of the network. 

Closely coupled with QoS route selection is resource reservation. Once a new route or 

tree branch connecting a new receiver to the existing multicast m e  is selected, resources 

must be reserved from each of the on-path nodes to be dedicated for processing data 

destined for that receiver. Together, these two procedures result in setting up a QoS- 

sensitve connection-oriented tree. 

As with any routing algorithm, the optimality of the routes/trees calculated by the 

rnulticast algorithm is directly dependent on the accuracy, content-wise and timeliness, of 

the network topology information. The main input to the routing algorithms is the 

current network state. If this information does not reflect the me state of the network 

then the algonthm will generate routes that rnay not be physically implementable or 

optimal. One of the main causes of inaccuracies in collecting network state information 

is the non-negligible propagation delay that is expenenced by status report packets as 

they traverse from the reporthg agent to the collecting manager. Other sources of errors 

are transmission errors that may affect the integrity of the status report content. Thus, the 

quality of the multicast-with-QoS service is dependent on the optimality of the routes 



chosen by the routing algorithms, which are in turn dependent on the accuracy of the 

network status and topology information. 

Overall, provisioning multicast with QoS guruantees requires the coordinated 

execution of severd key multicast functions, and so it is not trivial to impiement. The 

key multicast functions are: QoS-sensitive multicast route selection and construction. 

multicast address allocation, session advertisement, and reliable multicast transport 

services. A typical multicast-with-QoS system is consist of the following main 

components: rnulticast route selection mechmism. resource reservation mechanism. 

network monitoring rnechanism, session directory, address controiler, and vansport 

protocol. We believe the existence of an explicit network management system that c m  

deliver, integrate, and coordinate al1 of the rnulticast functions is key to the successful 

provisioning of the service. 

2.1.2 Related Work 

In this section we present a bnef description of MBone. a primitive bat-effort multicast 

architecture, and QoSMIC, a QoS-sensitive rnulticast protocol. Note however, that they 

are only somewhat related to MRMA. We are currently not aware of any other proposed 

architecture that is comparable to the MRMA, a management architecture for 

provisioning rnulticast-with-QoS service. 

Multicast Backbone (MBone). The MBone[2] is an experimental prototype for 

demonstmting the feasibility and bandwidth-swing advantages of the multicast scheme, 

and is expected to be eventually phased out. The MBone was first successfully deployed 

in 1992 when it multicasted audio from an IETF meeting to twenty sites worldwide. It is 

essentially an over-Iay network created on top of the IP unicast infrastructure. The 

architecture utilizes the DVRMP and MOSPF protocols to handle the routing functions; 

the session directory tooi, sdr, as the session announcement semer, and manual address 

allocation. This is the only work that we are aware of that, sirnilar to our work, strives to 

address al1 the key components necessary for enabling multicast over the Intemet. 

However, unlike the MRMA, it can currently only provision besteffort multicast service. 



The fundamental problem is that the MBone mode1 wûs constrained by the network 

infrastructure to 'emulate' multicast service over a native unicast-only Intemet. It 

focused on extending and adding ont0 the existing IP protocol suite, which is specialized 

for best-effort unicast service. For instance, the DVRMP and MOSPF multicast routing 

protocols are in fact merely simple extensions of the unicast routing protocols RIP and 

OSPF respectively. As such, DVRMP and MOSPF do not incorporate any of the QoS- 

sensitive multicast algorithms described in [IO] in its route selection protocol. and 

consequently the multicast trees they produce cannot be expected to satisfy any tree 

constraints or optirnizations. Moreover, the MBone is also lacking a connection- 

admission-control mechanism to regulate access to the network, a resource reservation 

mechanism that acquires network resources on behalf of the multicast group and 

reclaims idle resources on behalf of the network, a session manager to track relevant 

group membership information, and an effective monitoring mechanism that can generate 

accurate, up-to-date topology information for routing and traffic control purposes - al1 of 

which are essential for providing rnulticast and QoS guarantees. Overall, the MBone 

lacks the scalability, adaptability and response tirne to handle dynamic multicast-with- 

QoS. Our MRMA architecture, on the other hand, do not suffer the same drawbacks. 

QoSMIC. This is currently the only QoS-sensitive rnulticast protocol to have 

appeared as an iETF draft. It includes the main concepts of the YAM protocol, and 

introduces several new ideas. QoSMiC [25] focuses on specification of the routing and 

performance aspects of multicast. It does indicate the need for session announcement and 

domain state monitoring mechanisms, but it dws not elaborate funher. In particular, it 

does not adequately address the architectural issues for how to actually implement the 

protocol, such as how to collect the node and link state information that the protocol 

needs for its routing decisions; how the required resources are reserved for each 

connection, and how admission control is enforced. Our work cm be viewed as an 

extension to QoSMIC. We specify an architecture that includes both a multicast protocol 

and the mechanisms required to implement and manage it. 



2.2 Network Management Background 

A broad definition of network management is that it is an integrated conglomention of 

functions that, together, form a system that is responsible for controlling network 

operations. The network management process-flow cm be loosely modeled as a 

feedback system as illustnted in Figure 2.2. The process flows as follows: a) the 

Network Manager configures the physical network to operate corresponding to some 

specific settings, b) the Xetwork Manager thcn continuously monitors the status of thc 

network, c) and based on the collected network state information, it evaluates the network 

performance against desired performance metrics, d) if the evaluation concludes sub- 

optimal network performance, the Network Manager reconfigures the network 

accordingly to optimize operations. This feedback cycle is repeated continuously. 

1 Nehpork Manager / 

Figure 2.2: Network management process Row model. 

The most well known network management framework is depicted by the OS1 '%CAPS - 
Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security management" model [ I  11. 

The model outlines the role of network management and groups the management 

hinctions into the FCAPS main functional areas. A comprehensive network management 

implementation should cover al1 the FCAPS areas; however, h m  a design and business 

perspective, most implementations do not support al1 the functionai areas since each 

additional area represents added system complexity and resource consumption. The 

actuai hinctions that are covered by an implementation depend mainly on the nature of 

the applications that the managed network is to provision. For example, business 



networks are generally more concerned with secunty and accounting issues while 

connection-admission-control and resource management are high pnorities in multimedia 

networks such as video delivery systems. In designing the MRMA, we are primarily 

interested in implementing the configuration and performance-related management 

functions - since these are the fundamental mechanisms needed for setting up, tearing 

down, and allocating resources for multicast-with-QoS connections. 

2.2.1 Network Management Architechire 

A genenc network management system (NMS) is comprise of four components: 

structure, storage, communication, and application. 

The structure refers to the topology of the system. There are three common topology 

paradigms: centnlized, distributed and hierarchicai (see Figure 2.3). In a centnlized 

management system, there is a single manager that is responsible for rnanaging dl the 

agents (i.e., network elements such as routers and switches). Al1 the agents would send 

status reports directly to and receive commands directly from the manager. This 

paradigm has the advantage of being the simplest to implement and offer the most 

accurate decision-making capability. The accuracy cornes h m  the fact that the manager 

has full knowledge of the topology and state of the entire network, and so it has sufficient 

information to make informed decisions. However, the centnlized paradigm does suffer 

from scalability problems. Since ail management activity occurs at the manager, it 

represents a single-point-oGfailure and a potential bottleneck. 

A distributed paradigm has no speciai central manager. Instead there are many 

managers distributed throughout the network. Each manager only has knowledge of a 

section of the network and makes decisions local 1 y. The paradigm effective1 y distributes 

the aggregate management load throughout the network and so it can scale more 

efficiently than the centraiized paradigrn as the network grows. However, since the 

topology and state information are distributed among the different managers, each 

individual manager lacks suficient knowledge of the network to make accurate 

decisions. It is difficult and costly to synchronize the sharing of topology information 



arnong the managers, and as such, the distributed paradigm is perhzps the most complex 

of the three to implement. 

A hierarchical paradigm can be viewed as a hybrid of the centralized and distributed 

platforms. It has multiple local managers that each manage a local section of the, and 

these managers are in turn managed by higher level managers. L o d  managers are 

responsible for more confined, local operations while higher level managers manage 

opentions that affect a larger scope. The multiple-tiers-of-managers configuration is 

efficient for sharing summarized topology information arnong the different managers. 

As such, the platform strikes a good balance between accuracy and effective load 

distribution. Given these advantages, the MRMA implernents a hierarchical paradigm. 

Regardless of w hich topology pandigm is implemented, al1 NMS must have elements 

for storing management data. The data include items such as performance statistics and 

state information collected from the network, and network policies. The storage 

elements shouid be located such that it optimizes accessibility for those management 

elements that require the stored data. Management Information Base (MIB) [15] is an 

example of a standard storage element deployed in most NMS's. 

NMS's do not exist as a single network entity. Instead, they are comprise of a 

collection of interacting manager and agent elements that are distributed throughout the 

network. The communication cornponent specifies the signaling mechanism that allows 

the various NMS elements to synchronize and share information. The signding 

mechanism includes a comrnand set and a signaling protocol for delivering the 

cornmands. SNMP [15] is cumntly the de facto Intemet management signaling 

protocol. 

The application component refen to the aigorithms and control modules that control 

the operation of each NMS element. 
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Figure 2.3: Standard Network Management Paradigms 



2.2.2 Related Work 

Despite the fact that the Intemet has been in opention for close to thirty years, the actual 

deployment of network management is very slow, limited, and primitive. In practice. a 

majority of the current Internet are managed by simple SNMP-based management 

systems. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)[lS] is currently the de facto 

management protocol for IP networks. It features a very primitive command set and 

signaling protocol, and is designed to minimize the complexity required at the agents. 

SNMP-based management systems implement either centralized or hienrchical 

paradips, and cornmonly serve as a diagnostic tool for monitoring network state and 

alarms. Generally, local state and alarm information are collected by local agents and are 

stored in local MIBs. The managers can retrieve the information by querying the MiBs 

using SNMP. Function-wise, these NMSTs are very primitive and basically serve as a 

diagnostic tool for monitoring network state and alarms. Other more advanced NMS 

technologies are: OS1 Management Mode1 [34], TMN [35], TINA [37], and 

CORBA[36]. However, these technologies are currently either still in the research phase 

or have only received limited adoption. 

To sumrnarize, multicast-with-QoS is conceptually simple, but technically complex to 

implernent on a real network. The service requires the coordinated execution of multiple 

key multicast functions. We believe the existence of an explicit network management 

system that c m  deliver, integrate, and coordinate al1 of the key multicast functions is the 

answer to the successful provisioning of multicast-with-QoS service. Unfortunately, 

none of the above NMS's are specifically designed for managing multicast. In fact, we 

are not aware of any currently deployed NMS that can manage multicast-with-QoS 

service. Although the MBone architecture c m  provision best-effort multicast, it lacks 

many fundamentai network management mechanisrns such as an network monitoring 

mechanism and an admission control mechanism that are needed for providing the 

network services that are required for provisioning multicast-with-QoS. In the next 

chapter we introduce the design for the MRMA, a new management architecture that is 

customized for managing multicast-with-QoS operations. 



Chapter 3 

3 Multicast Resource Management Architecture 

In this section we present the design for the Multicast Resource Management 

Architecture (MRMA), a resource management system customized for provisioning 

dynamic multicast-with-QoS over iP networks. Of the five FCAPS' management 

functional areas, MRMA focuses on the Configuration and Perlormance areas since these 

represent the core functions needed for enabling multicast. In particular, Our architecture 

is designed to manage the key operations relating to the setup, maintenance, and 

termination of rnulticast sessions. This includes implementing QoS-sensiti ve multicast 

tree construction, connection-admission-control, and resource reservation. 

We are cumntly not aware of any other work that offers a comparable management 

architecture for provisioning multicast-with-QoS. The MBone and QoSMIC are two 

other research projects that are most related to the MRMA. The MRMA improves over 

the MBone by providing the management mechanisms needed for supporting QoS 

guarantees, such as accurate topology monitoring and network resource management. 

The MRMA compliments QoSMIC by providing the means for implementing and 

managing QoS-sensitive multicast protocols. 

Furthemore, we not only want to propose a management system that has improved 

functionaiity, we aiso srrive to design the structurai aspect of the architecture to satisfy 

several general network management design goals: adaptable, accurate, and scdable. 

These goals served as guidelines for our design. 

[ FCAPS - Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Saiurîty 



Adaptable. The system should be readily configurable to support different 

functions and services. For instance, it is desirable to be able to easily rnodify the 

multicast system to support different multicast route selection algorithms and 

multicast protocols. The architecture should have a modular design such that it 

facilitates upgrades and customizations. Furthemore, the different components 

that comprise the system should intenct with each other through well-defined 

APIS while communication with third party network elements are conducted 

through standardized protocols. This improves interoperability with other 

manufacturers' equipment. 

Accurote. The system should make management decisions based on input 

information that accurately reflects the tme state of the network. The accuracy of 

the decisions directly impact the performance of multicast connections and the 

eficiency of network resource usage. 

Scalable. The system should scale well for different multicast group sizes, 

intra-domain operation and inter-domain operation. As such, the architecture 

should rninirnize the arnount of control traffic overhead required to manage the 

various operations. It should also effectively distribute the fluctuations in 

processing load associated with scaling. 

MRMA implements a hierarchical management paradigrn that takes into 

consideration the structural and traffic properties that are unique to the rnulticast 

transmission scheme. Some key properties of the architecture are: 

A flexible platform that integraies dl the key multicast functions into a single 

management system. The platforni features a core architecture that is highly 

independent of the particular implementations selected for implementing each of 

the multicast functions: routing selection, address allocation, session 

advertisement, and traffic and congestion control. 

a To distribute the large signaling and processing load required for managing al1 the 

rnulticast sessions in a domaîn, each multicast session has associated with it a 

dedicated session manager that oversees its setup, maintenance, and termination. 

The session managers are located on the multicast source, which distributes much 

of the multicast-management load outside the network. 



A centralized domain manager that conducts al1 monitoring of local domain state 

information. This allows creation of an centralized domain topology database that 

serves as an accurate input source for routing and tree construction calculations as 

well as other management decisions. 

We begin this section by giving a high-level description of the architecture from the 

functional perspective and discuss the key design choices. Next. we describe the 

operational context in which MRMA will operate within; this includes specifying the 

platform MRMA will be deployed on and the services it will provision. The operational 

context serves to nmow the scope of the design. Finally, we proceed to discuss in detail 

the MRMA architecture from the implementation perspective. 

3.1 MRMA Architecture: Functional Overview 

A functional overview of the MRMA architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. The system is 

comprise of two management layers: Network Management and Resource Management. 

The Network Management layer consists of various functional blocks. a kemel core, and 

some databases. It is responsible for managing al1 global operations such as connection- 

admission-control. constnicting multicast trees. and monitoring of domain-wide network 

state information. The Resource Management layer consists of element agents that reside 

on each of the network nodes. It controls the local allocation and application of resources 

on each network node and monitoring of local state information. 
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Figure 3.1: Functional view of MRMA architecture 



3.1.1 Functiond Modules 

We mode1 each of the key multicast functions route selection, address allocation, session 

advertisement and traffic and congestion control as blocks which we refer to as 

Functional Modules (FMs). The FMs have well-defined input/output specifications and 

perform very speci fic functions. This is a feasible implementation approach since each 

of the key multicast functions is unique, and so each FM cm be modeled as independent 

blackboxes whose intemal design and implementation do not have a major affect on the 

design of the rest of the management system as long as it produces the expected output 

given some particular input. Moreover, as presented in 1.1. there already exist 

proposed solutions and implementations for each of the key multicast functions. The 

MRMA is designed to leverage on existing work wherever appropriate. Referring to 

Figure 3.1, the MRMA architecture has four FMs: Route Manager, Address Manager, 

Directory Manager, and Traffic and Congestion Control Manager. 

Route Manager. This module represents two related functions. i) The rnulticast, 

QoS-sensitive route selection algorithm that calculates a feasible rnulticast tree based 

on the current network state and a set of QoS constnints. ii) The unicast routing 

algorithm that calculates the best-effort unicast routing tables. The latter function is 

only required if we choose not to require the presence of a dedicated IP unicast 

routing protocol such as RIP or OSPF in a MRMAenabled network. As we wil1 

explain later, the MRMA collects node and link state information from the entire 

network for multicast route selection purposes, and this same information can also be 

use for generating unicast routing tables. Eliminating the need for a separate unicast 

routing protocol also eliminates duplication of signaling trafic. 

Address Manager. It is responsible for dynamically tracking and allocating 

unique identifiers for new rnulticast sessions, such as multicast IP addresses and port 

numbers. Port numbers may be used for distinguishing different service flows 

offered by the same multicast session. 

Directory Manager. It maintains a repository of information on multicast 

sessions that are active within the domain. New receivers can query the Directory 

Manager for the session properties such as the multicast address of a specific session. 



If the requested session is not local, the local Directory Manager is responsible for 

querying the neighboring Directory Managers in neighbonng domains for the 

information. 

Traffic and Congestion Control Manager. These are algonthms and protocols 

that detect and control trafF1c and congestion in the multicast tree. Trafic and 

congestion control can be applied at both the local and global level. For example. at 

the local level each node can deploy transport-level protocols to minimize effects of 

the well-known 'ACK implosion2' problem, while at the global level. new group 

members may be denied admission if congestion levels exceed certain thresholds. 

The implementations for each of the FMs cm be either software subroutines that the 

MRMA kernel can invoke such as the route selection algonthms, or it can be independent 

processes that the MRMA kemel can query such as the Address Manager. In either case, 

al1 FM communication are conducted with the kemel via a standard kernel interface. 

Figure 3.2 depicts the general structure of a Functional Module. 

1 Functional Module 

Functional 
Component 

Figure 3.2: General Structure of a Functional Module 

Each module contains a Request Controller that processes dl communication between the 

kemel and the Functional Component. The Functionai Component represents the 

implementation for a specific multicast function. Al1 messages pass through the Kernel 

Interface and Adaptation interface, which together abstracts the implementation-specific 

' ACK implosion - If multicast receivers are required to explicitiy acknowledge every packet they receive 
then each data packet will cause multiple ACK packets to be injecteci into the network. 



details of the Functional Component from the kemel. Take the Address Manager for 

instance. When a new multicast session is created the kernel will request an unique 

multicast address from the Address Manager. The rest of the MRMA system do not care 

what algorithm or protocol the Address Manager uses to manage allocation of addresses 

as long as it satisfies the request. This approach increases the modularity and flexibility 

of the system since it allows some key network functions to be modified without 

affecting the rest of the architecture. Al1 that would need to be modified are the 

Functional Component and the Adaptation Interface. For example. if we would like the 

MRMA to generate shortest path trees using the Beilman-Ford algorithm instead of the 

Dijkstra algorithm, then d l  that would need to be changed is the code for the Route 

Manager. 

3.1.2 Multicast Management Kernel 

The Multicast Management Kemel ( M m )  is the core component that serves as a 

platform for integrating the various FMs into a coherent system. The role of the MMK is 

analogous to the operating system of the persona1 cornputer, which serves as the kernel 

module that is responsible for providing low-level, core services to higher level 

applications. In the MRMA case. the 'supporting' services that the MMK provides to 

the rest of the MRMA system can be classified into three areas: coordinate the execution 

of al1 multicast-related operations, collect network state and topology information, and 

implement various 'housekeeping' operations. We first Iist the MMK functions and 

seMces below, and then we will descnbe how they are implemented in later sections. 

Hotcsekeeping operations. Housekeeping operations are miscellaneous 

functions that include enabling dynamic downloading of software upgrades to each of the 

FMs and Element Agents, dispatching incorning network messages to the appropriate 

LMRMA components. and processing outgoing network packets to ensure appropriate 

protocol formats are applied. Dynamic downloading of software modules and 

management policies allow the MMK to reconfigure network behaviour at nin-time. 



Monitoring operations. Monitoring allows up-to-date network state information to 

be collected and made available as input to the FMs and various other management 

decisions-making processes. The M M '  maintains an up-to-date image of the network 

topology. This involves the continuous tracking of network trac conditions and QoS- 

related parameten. This service c m  be further divided into three sub-functions: 

Gathenng, Storage, and Distribution. The Gathenng sub-function involves monitoring 

the state of al1 the network nodes and links; collecting the status reports from each of the 

nodes; and using the collected data to build an accurate domain topology image. To 

ensure the image accuntely reflects the current network state, the process also applies 

post-processing to the collected data to compensate for emrs that may affect its integrity. 

Some possible errors are frarne erron and out-of-sequence messages. The Storage sub- 

function involves maintaining a persistent copy of the topology image in a database or 

table, such that it cm be easily retrieved and updated. The Distribution sub-function 

deals with the dissernination of the topology information from the database to other 

MRMA entities. 

M~ïiticast-related operations. The primary objective of the MRMA is to provide 

the necessary management functions needed for provisioning multicast-with-QoS service. 

Table 3.1 sumarizes the main management functions and the components that are 

responsible for implementing them. 

1 Session maintenance 

, kRMA Funetions 
Session setup, adcildelete group rnembers, 
session termination 

Trafic and Congestion Manager; Packet 
Scheduler 

Component Responsible 
MMK 

Table 3.1: MMK Functions 

There are three major stages in a multicast session: setup, maintenance, and 

termination. The MMK is primarily involved in the setup and tear-down phases, which 

requires conducting participant management ( e  admission control and tree 

construction) and resource management (Le., resource reservation and de-allocation). 

The operations for these two phases are specified by a multicast protocol such as 



QoSMIC or NMMP. NMMP is a protocol which we proposed and is customized for the 

MRMA architecture. Most opentions such as adding a new member to a multicast 

session involve several sub-operations such as connection-admission-control followed by 

tree construction followed by resource reservation. Each management cornmand or 

operation has associated with it a corresponding finite-state-machine specifying the exact 

steps that must be executed. The MMK is responsible for tracking and implementing al1 

the necessary steps according to the protocol. which involves invoking the services of 

specific FMs modules in the proper order. 

Although the MMK is the core component of the MRMA architecture, it is not 

responsible for implementing al1 the network management functions required for 

provisioning multicast. To narrow the scope of the MMK, we assume most of the 

maintenance-related operations (routing and scheduling packets at the node level, and 

performing congestion and traffic control at the node. session, and domain levels) are 

delegated to FM-like components. In particular, Routing Agents residing in each of 

network nodes will handle local packet forwarding and scheduling tasks. The packets 

will be scheduled to reflect the arnount of resources reserved for the corresponding 

multicast connection. Also, node-level tmfftc and congestion control are implemented 

distributively by Transport Agents residing in each of the network nodes. For instance. 

the Transport Agent can run a reliable multicast transport protocol that performs local 

-c control such as ACK-implosion control or inform the source to change its 

transmission rate if certain congestion thresholds are exceeded. There are several 

proposed multicast transport protocols: Scalable Reliable Multicast [16], Reliable 

Multicast Transport Protocol II [17], Pragmatic General Multicast [ 181. and Active 

Reliable Multicast [18]. 

However, the MMK does participate indirectly in maintaining the operation of a 

multicast session. It collects node and link state information which serve as input to the 

TraiXc and Congestion Manager. and it also tracks the amount of bandwidth allocated to 

each connection which dictates how the Packet Scheduler in each node processes 

incoming packets. Note that in a MRMA-managed network, the MMK controls al1 

access to network resources and so it can also provide QoS guarantees for QoS-sensitive 



connections. Whether statistical guarantee or hard guarantee is enforced is dependent on 

the scheduling discipline deployed by the routers. 

The advantage of the FM and MMK mode1 is that it increases the adaptability of the 

MRMA architecture. It is designed such that the MMK will be able to swap-in and swap- 

out, with minimal customization, different implementations for each of the key multicast 

functions. For instance, one cm change the route selection aigorithm or address 

allocation scheme that the system deploys simply by replacing the existing software 

modules and making some minor interface custornizations to the Adaptation Interface. 

The Resource Management layer consist of Element Agents (EA) that reside on each 

network node. Note that the terms node and router are used interchangeably in this 

thesis. Each EA is responsible for managing the application of local node resources. Its 

functions include processing resource reservation requests from the MMK; ensunng each 

connection, that the node is a member of, is receiving its pre-negotiated level of service 

for the entire duration of the connection through proper scheduling techniques; and 

monitoring local node and link state statistics and reporting the relevant results to the 

MMK. Each EA is consist of specialized sub-modules or agents that perfon the 

functions. Similar to the FMs in the network management layer, the EAs also make use 

of a standard Kernel Interface and Abstraction Interface to accommodate different 

ph ysical layer technologies. 

3.1.3 Inter-Layer Communication 

The various MRMA management layers communicate with each other in order to setup 

and manage the multicast sessions. With reference to Figure 3.1, there are essentialiy 

four inter-layer communication relationships that encompasses ail MRMA signaling 

opentions. 

1. Communication between the hosts (source und receivers) and MMK. The hosts 

communicate with the Network Management layer to invoke multicast operations 

such as adding a new rnember, removing a member, create a new session, etc. To 

be more specific, al1 communication between the hosts and the MRMA system is 



conducted between the hosts and the MMK. The kemel is responsible for 

receiving commands from the hosts, executing the appropriate operations, and 

retuming the results to the hosts. The operations are invoked via application-level 

cornmands. Both the commands and the corresponding operational procedures 

are defined by a multicast protocol. 

2. Commrtnication between the MMK, FMs, and Databases. This communication 

relationship actually occurs within the Network Management layer. Similar to the 

hosts, al1 the FMs interact with the rest of the MRMA system only through the 

MMK. Execution of some management commands, particularly host commands, 

require the the services of the FMs. For instance, adding a new member requires 

the Route Manager to calculate a new branch that connects the new member to the 

existing multicast tree. For each request, the MMK is the source of the input to 

the FM and also the recipient of the FM output. Communication between the 

MMK and FMs are conducted through a standard Kemel Interface that abstracts 

the implementation details of the FM. As for the Databases, these are also only 

accessible via the kernel. To allow compatibility with different standard database 

and database access technologies such as SNMP, Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol (LDAP), MIB and SQL, communication are also conducted through a 

standard Kernel Interface. 

3. Cornmitnication between the MMK and the EAs. The Network Management layer 

communicates with the Resource Management layer via the MMK and the EAs. 

The two components have a 'manager-agent' relationship; the MMK acts as the 

'manager' role while the EAs plays the 'agent' role. The MMK can initiate 

resource reservation requests, download software upgrades, and request node and 

link state status reports from the EAs. 

4. Communication between the resource management l q e r  and the physical 

resources. The physical network nodes can only be accessed and controlled by 

the EAs. The EAs communicates with the physical devices to both monitor 

bandwidth availability and local node and link state information, and to control 

bandwidth allocation. 



The MRMA signaling opentions listed above are defined by an accompanying 

signahg protocol which we have proposed, the Native MRMA Management Protocol 

(NMMP). NMMP specifies both a comrnand set for invoking the various management 

operations and the corresponding execution procedures. NMMP identifies two main 

categories of operations: multicast operations and kemel operations. Multicast operations 

directly descnbe how sessions are created, how memben are added and deleted and how 

sessions are terminated. It encompasses roughly the same topics as other multicast 

protocols such as QoSMIC, YAM, PIM, and etc. Kemel opentions perfonn background 

tasks suc h as monitoring, resource trac king, topology information dissemination and etc., 

which provide information and support for execution of the multicast operations. We like 

to note that these operations are closely tied to the implementation architecture and that 

they are not adequately addressed by existing multicast protocols. We present the 

NMMP protocol in more detail in Chapter 4. 

As is the case for any network management system, the MRMA must allow 

interoperability with other network elements by supporting other standard management 

protocols such as SNMP. For Our case, the MRMA architecture must support 

interoperability with the different solutions that implement the various FMs, different 

database technologies, and various vendor-specific router implementations. To increase 

the interoperability of the architecture, the signaling solution that we have chosen is a two 

stage approach that dlows compatibility between NMMP and any other protocol. We 

will consider SNMP for instance. At the first stage, each signaling operation is 

encapsulated by a set of NMMP commands. If both participants undentand the NMMP 

protocol by default, i.e. they are both MIUllA components, then the operation is executed 

by exchanging the corresponding set of NMMP cornrnands. However, if one of the 

participants is not a MRMA cornponent, does not understand NMMP and implernents 

SNMP for instance, then extra processing is applied at a second stage. At the second 

stage, an adaptation mechanisrn is used to further encapsulate each of the NMMP 

commands by a set of primitive SNMP commands. The actud operation is then 

communicated through the network via the SNMP protocol. 

In a real implementation, the MRMA must be able to communicate with other 

network devices such as routers, gateways, DNS servers, and etc, which may ail use 



different communication protocols. Our two stage approach hides those different 

communication protocols from the rest of the MRMA system. In effect, it encapsulates 

the heterogeneity of the other network devices and presents a homogeneous 

communication interface to the rest of the MRMA system. As such, this allows easy 

adaptation of a single MRMA implementation to be compatible with any signaling 

protocol by modifying the adaptation mechanism to support the desired second-stage 

protocol. A major reason for the creation of the proprietary NMMP command set is that 

even though SNMP is the de facto management signaiing protocol for IP platforms, the 

SNMP command set is too few and too primitive to be applied directly to rneet MRiMA's 

operational needs. 

Design Focus 

This thesis approaches the multicast-with-QoS problem from the architecture aspect and 

Our primary objective is to develop, in detail, a management platform for provisioning 

multicast-with-QoS service. However, with reference to Figure 3.1, that implies 

providing detailed speci fications for al1 of the components that comprise the system: 

Functional Modules, MMK, and Element Agents, which is a cornplex task that touches 

on many different network research areas. The complexity is exemplified by the fact 

that each of the components such as multicast route selection, multicast address 

management, and resource management are themselves currently the subject of immense 

research efforts. As such, the task of specifying in detail the design for al1 of the MRMA 

components is beyond the scope of a single thesis. We have chosen to narrow the scope 

of the MRMA design at this stage by customizing the MRMA for a specify operational 

context and focusing our efforts primarily on defining the M M !  component. 

We focus on the MMK component because this is the rnost important MRMA 

component. It represents the MRMA architecture core. In particular, the MMK is 

important in that it serves as a flexible platform that provides the necessary signaling and 

control mechanisms for enabling and tying each of the other components together. It is 

aiso worthwhile to mention that we are not aware of any other research work conducted 

on such a genenc management structure specifically for enabling multicast-with-QoS. 



There are, however, numerous proposed designs for the other components. As such, it is 

intended that the MMK will be able to incorponte. with minimal cusfomization, existing 

designs for the other components as 'plug-ins' to form the complete, deployable MRMA 

system. Once the kemel is designed and implemented, we c m  proceed to incrementally 

define each of the other architecture components in more detail. 

3.2.1 Context Mode1 

As is the case with any network management architecture, a detailed implementation 

specification of the MRMA is highly dependent on its operational context. That is, the 

exact design for the MRMA architecture is govemed by the properties of the physical 

network and the services it supports. For exarnple, the complete specifications for a 

system designed to support best-effort-multicast is difTerent from a system designed to 

offer multicast-with-QoS, even though the genenl structure of the two may be the same. 

Since there are many forms of multicast and IP networks can exist in many sizes and 

configurations, it is difficult to propose a single detailed design that cm accommodate al1 

the scenarios. As such, in order to facilitate specification and verification of the core 

MRMA features, we cuetornized our design for the network mode1 described next. 

Physical Network. The physical network assumed is illustnted in Figure 3.3, which 

decomposes the Internet into three hierarchical levels: LAN, intra-domain, and inter- 

domain. Here, a domain refers to a network of routers that are administered by a single 

organization. Of course, a large domain that is administered by a single organization c m  

also be logicaily viewed as a collection of smaller domains. It is a standard IP 

architecture that is also assumed b y QoSMIC and many other works. Today ' s Intemet is 

comprised primarily of IP routen which only support best-effort, connectionless, unicast 

connections- It Iacks two network-level mechanisms that are fundamental for 

provisioning multicast transmission: native support for multicast routing and local 

resource reservation- We avoid such limitations by designing MRMA to operate over a 

'next-generation' IP platform that contains primarily 'intelligent' routers with native 

support for both unicast and multicast routing, flow-recognition, and local control of CPU 



and link bandwidth. Such routers eliminate the need to implement IP tunnelin$, and 

allow QoS-sensitive packet scheduling The nodes are also dynamically programmable by 

a higher-level manager entity. Items to download include routing modules, 

congestion/transport protocols, monitor filters, and etc. Programmable technology 

increases the flexibility of MRMA by lowenng the dependence on physicd technology 

and allowing dynamic reconfiguration of network operations. 

Since we are designing MRMA for deployment for the near future. the assumption of 

'intelligent' routen equipped with the above properties is justified. Our physical 

network model confoms with the guidelines set forth by the Intemet2 project, whose 

objective is to implement multicast "the nght way". Intemet2 cdls for native router 

support for sparse mode multicast and some form of support for QoS-sensitive routing. 

Abilene and vBNS are two recent experimentai Intemeû backbones, and QBone is a 

testbed for evaluating Diffserv[28] over an Intemet2 platform. 

Figure 3.3: The intemet architecture. 

Another assumption is each domain is srnall enough in terms of physical size and 

number of nodes (i.e., less than LOO) such that it is feasible to implement some form of 

centnlized network monitoring scheme without the associated congestion or bottleneck 

problem arising from too much signaling traffic converging at one point. 

Services. We customize the MRMA to support the following services: 

0 Provision one-to-many multicast that adheres to the Express Multicast Mode1 1141. 

Express makes fundiunentai changes to the traditional Deering IP multicast model [Il 

used in the MBone. It is a single-source service model that allows only one source to 

multicast on each group. n i e  multicast tree is rooted at the source and new group 

P-tunneling - IP multicast packets are transmined over IP unicast muters by encapsdation the packets 
inside unicast packets. 



members must explicitly send join messages to the source. The key advantages of 

Express are that routing complexity can be reduced (since it does not need to 

caiculate optimal core locations), scaiability is improved by explicit-join signaling 

(since flooding is not required) and closed groups with controlled membership access 

c m  be created. The problem is also well-studied, with many routing and reliable 

transport algorithrns available. In particular, we custornize the design for supporting 

explicit-join multicast protocols that create source-based multicast trees. There are 

several other forms of multicast such as many-to-one and many-to-many listed in [13] 

and 1131, but we believe that in the near future one-to-many communication will 

represent the bulk of multicast applications deployed on the Intemet. Two major 

service categories are audio and video distribution and data file transfers. 

Provision QoS-sensitive multicast. The multicast tree will support a discrete set of 

QoS levels from which members can choose. In general, whether the QoS level of 

the entire tree has to be uniform. or each receiver can individually choose from 

arnong a set of QoS levels is dependent on the properties of the routing and tree- 

building algorithms and QoS policies. This mode1 chooses to implement the latter 

option of oflering discrete QoS levels. Discrete QoS levels are well suited for 

multicasting layered video strearns. Once the tree is constmcted the scheduling 

discipline in the network nodes will ensure the multicast flow receives its 

corresponding reserved resource levels for the entire duration of the session. 

Multicast sessions are created and destroyed dynamically. That is, sessions do not 

have to be manually setup as is the case for MBone. Also, creation of new sessions 

will not explicitly affect the tree configuration or reserved resources of existing 

multicast sessions. The tree configuration will only change in response to the 

tnggering of specific damis such as congestion thresholds or linkfnode failures. That 

is, the trees will not dynarnicdly adapt to every network fluctuation unless certain 

preset conditions are satisfied. These conditions are specified by either management 

policies or simple configuration parameters. 

Support best-effort IP unicast communication in conjunction with multicast. 

Supporting best-effort unicûst service allows the MRMA to be 'backwards- 



compatible' with current IP applications and facilitates incremental deployment of 

multicast-with-QoS on the Internet. 

Focus on intra-domain multicast operations, whereby al1 session members are located 

in the sarne domain. However, we would like to stress at this point that although we 

customize the current MRMA version for intn-domain operation, the general MRMA 

framework can be readily extended to provision inter-domain operation. 

3.3 MRMA Architecture: Implementation View 

The functional view of the MRMA architecture presented in the previous section gives a 

good conceptual illustration of the different abstract management layers and their 

relationship to one another. However, the functional view is not effective for depicting 

the 'physical' structure of the MRMA. That is, it does not give a good picture of how the 

MRMA is to be actuaily implemented or how it is to interact with the physical network. 

In this section we present the MRMA architecture from the implementation perspective. 

The MRMA architecture is not designed to be implemented as a single entity or 

software module that is located in a single physical location. Instead. the MRMA is 

comprise of three distinct management entities: Domain Manager (DM), Session 

Manager (SM), and Element Agent ( ' A ) .  These software entities reside at various 

physical locations in the network and interact to colltxtively provide the MRMA 

management services. The collection of management entities manage network operation 

at three levels: there is one DM per domain that manages domain level opentions; there 

is one SM per active multicast session that manages session level operations. and there is 

one EA per network router that manages local node level operations. The entities share a 

hierarchical manager-agent relationship, as depicted in Figure 3.4. The DM manages 

multiple SMs and EAs, and each SM in tum manages multiple EAs. The EAs manage 

the local node functions and also serve as agents to the DM and SMs. Figure 3.5 gives 

an example of a MRMA-managed network. It depicts a network containing two active 

multicast sessions king managed by two SMs. Each SM will only manage its own on- 

tree EAs (that are residing on the nodes) and the DM. The DM, on the other hand, 

manages al1 the EAs and SMs in the domain. 



The function and design of the management entities reflect our desire to develop an 

architecture that effectively balances two pnerally conflicting management goals: 

maximize the distribution of the heavy processing load of managing each multicast 

session while ensuring the system is still capable of making accurate management 

decisions. These two goals are conflicting in that, generally, good load distribution is 

best achieved with a distributed management paradigm while accurate decision-making is 

better with a centralized management paradi-m. The architecture for each of the entities 

are illustrated in Figure 3.6, 3.20. 3.25. We see that the MMK and FM mode1 discussed 

in the previous section is implemented distributively among the DM, SM and EA. This 

section describes in detail the architecture For each entity. 
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Figure 3.4: Management entity relationships. 
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Figure 3.5: An example of a MRMA-managed multicûst network. 



3.3.1 Domain Manager 

The Domain Manager (DM) architecture is shown in Figure 3.6. With reference to 

Figure3.1, we can see that the DM architecture actually represents a section of the 

Network Management layer. It is comprise of a section of the MMK. several of the FMs, 

and most of the databases. 

Domain Manager 

Figure 3.6: Domain Manager Architecture 

Properties There is one Domain Manager per P domain and it implements 

centrdized management of domain-wide operations, mainly the collection and 

distribution of network state information and multicast session directory information. The 

DM manages a centralized repository of up-to-date network information that are accessed 

by various network entities for making decisions. The DM resides in a dedicated server 

and is known to the rest of the network by a well-known IP address and port number. 

Some major functions of the DM are: 



Topology tracking. The primary DM function is to continuously monitor and 

maintain an accurate, up-to-date image of the dornain state. The image contains 

information relevant for many management opentions. The content includes node 

and link States, and traffic and QoS metncs such as bandwidth usage and link 

congestion. The Monitor Manager uses the 'tnpdirected polling' technique [15] to 

collect performance and status metrics from the domain. The technique combines 

infrequent polling with trap reports, and cm result in a substantial reduction of 

control traffic when compared to a pure polling technique. Once collected. the status 

information are then passed to the Topology Controller for storage in the Domain 

Topology database. The Monitor Manager ensures the collected information are 

accurate and up-to-date by taking steps to verify the integrity of status messages it 

receives. Darnaged and out-of-sequence messages are filtered out. Topology image 

information is primarily used as input for making multicast and unicast route 

selection, admission, and traffic control decisions. 

Directory service. It maintains a database of the properties of active multicast 

sessions, and makes the information available to other network etements such as hosts 

and peer DMs in neighboring domains. Session narnes and the corresponding session 

addresses, maximum source rate, and session duration are some of the properties that 

can be tracked by the Directory Manager, a N which serves a similar functionality 

as the sdr tool deployed on the MBone. For instance, new hosts that wouid like to 

join a particular multicast session may query the Directory Manager to learn more 

about the session status such as the current number of members or the Il? address of 

the corresponding Session Manager. 

Address management. The Address Manager is another FM which controls the 

allocation of a lirnited pool of multicast session addresses. It c m  implernent a 

scheme based on the general Multicast Address Allocation Architecture (MAAA) 

[24], which supports both intraaomain and inter-domain addresses. The former 

identifiers are unique within the domain, while the latter are unique in the whole 

network. For inter-domain addresses, the DM has to coordinate with peer DMs in 

other domains to ensure assigned addresses are globally unique. 



Administer domain-wide policies. DM acts as a policy semer for controlling the 

distribution of policies and rules that govem domain-wide decisions. For instance, 

some domain-wide policies may limit the maximum aggregate bandwidth that a 

session is allowed to consume, or the maximum session duration that a session is 

ailowed to Iive. Such policies are used in controlling the admission of new multicast 

sessions into the domain. 

Inter-domain peer-!O-peer comm~mication. The DM is dso responsible for 

exchanging surnmarized domain topology information with peer DMs in neighboring 

domains to enable inter-domain multicast operation. Hierarchical routing and 

managing multi-domain multicast trees that span multiple domains are functions that 

require sharing of surnmarized domain information. 

Key design decisions. We have chosen only one entity to handle domain-wide 

operations because a centralized manager pandigm is genenlly more accunte in 

gathenng and processing network topology information when the propagation delay 

expenenced by status reports sent from the agents to the manager is acceptable, a 

condition which is assumed to be tme in our physical network mode1 specified in 3.2.1. 

By having al1 the nodes report back to the DM, it will have complete knowledge of al1 the 

node and link States. That knowledge can then be used to correlate partial information 

contained in each report and result in a more accurate picnire of the entire domain. The 

downside is that such a paradigm suffers from potential congestion on links near the DM 

as reports from al1 the nodes converge. Fortunately, since most signaling traffic will be 

polling-related, which are generally short messages, the problem may not be a major 

issue if the domain size is chosen to be 'srnail' enough (in terms of number of nodes). 

An alternative option is to deploy a serni-distributed paradigm, whereby there are several 

DMs per domain, and each DM has complete knowledge of a portion of the domain. 

However, this method suffers from that fact that it is difficult to obtain a full accurate, up- 

to-date image of the entire domain. 

Furthemore, since the DM represents a centralized point of convergence for a large 

volume of sigaling traffic, its physical location in the network has an important impact 

on the performance of both the DM and the nearby network Links. An optimal location is 



one that results in even distribution of the sigaiing trafic load over the entire network, 

and which aiso minimizes the average propagation delay experienced by status reports 

from network nodes. Even load distribution minimizes congestion hotspots while low 

propagation delay increases the accuracy of received status reports. The severity of 

congestion buildup on links close to the DM is oftentimes a direct reflection of the 

amount of aggregation expenenced by status reports as they converge on the DM, which 

in tum. is inversely proportional to the number of links that is connected to the DM. 

Thus, to achieve good load distribution and minimize congestion buildup on links near 

the DM, the chosen location should have a large number of direct high bandwidth links to 

the rest of the network. To rninimize the maximum propagation delay experienced by 

status reports, the location should be located in the 'physical center' of the network such 

that the average propagation delay experienced by messages originating frorn across the 

network is minirnized. 

Finaily, the processing requirements of the DM are extremely hi& and so it needs to 

reside on a dedicated server that has high processing and storage capacity. Moreover, 

since the DM represents a critical single-point-of-failure for the MRMA, a redundant DM 

should be deployed at a different physical location. 

MMK Modules 

As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the MMK and FM components are 

distributed among the various management entities. Following are descriptions of the 

modules that belong to the portion of the MMK architecture that resides in the Domain 

Manager. 

[/O Controllet The UO Controller is the immediate interface between the MMK 

and the rest of the network. It is responsible for processing al1 protocol datagram units 

(PDUs) exchanged between the MMK and the rest of the network, including accepting 

outgoing PDUs from MMK manager modules and controllen for transmission over the 

network and delivenng incoming PDUs to the appropriate destination modules. The 

controller contains an IP Stack, a Message Processor, and a PDU Dispatcher. The 

Message Rocessor takes outgoing PDUs, attaches the appropriate message headers, and 



sen& them through the IP Stack onto the network. It also takes incoming IP messages 

from the IP Stack, extracts the data from the messages and passes them to the PDU 

Dispatcher. The PDU Dispatcher than determines and dispatches the PDUs to the correct 

destination MMK module. The IP Stack supports UDP, TCP and Multicast datagrams. 

il0 Controller 

iP Strick 

Message Processor 1 
Dispatcher 

Figure 3.7: DM'S i/0 Controller 

SignolingProtocolAbstroction Interface TheSignaling Protocol Abstraction Interface 

(SPAI) is not shown in Figure 3.6. but it is a common component in each of the MRMA 

modules. It allows the many MRMA components. modules, and entities to communicate 

using multiple signaling protocols. NMMP is the default MRMA signaling protocol. 

NMMP has a rich set of commands that is customized for carrying out the complex 

signaling operations required by the MRMA. It is of course simpler to just support a 

single protocol but as discussed in 3.1.3, the requirement of providing interoperability 

with other network devices cal1 for the need to also support other standard management 

and directory protocols such as SNMP and LDAP. The signaling solution that we have 

chosen is the SPA1 interface, a two stage approach that allows compatibility between 

NMMP and any other standard protocol. R e f e ~ n g  to Figure 3.8, the interface is 

comprise of three components: a Kemel IF that processes NMMP PDU's, a Message 

Adaptation Module that translates NMMP commands to another protocol, and a protocol- 

specific interface. For Our design, the protocol-specific interface implements SNMP 

since it is the de facto management signaling protocol for IP networks, but the SPAI 

structure can be customized to support any other protoc01 such as LDAP. 
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Figure 3.8: Signaling Protocol Adaptation Interface. 

The two-stage process executes as follows. At the fint stage, each signaling 

operation is encapsulated by a set of NMMP cornrnands. If both participants understand 

the NMMP protocol by default, Le. they are both MRMA components. then the 

operation is executed by simply exchanging the corresponding set of NMMP commands 

through the Kernel IF. However, if one of the participants is not a MRMA component, 

does not undeatand NMMP and implements SNMP for instance. then extra processing is 

applied at a second stage. For instance. access to Status MIBs located in each of the 

Element Agents or the Policy Database may require SNMP. At the second stage, the 

Message Adaptation Module is used to further encapsulate each of the NMMP cornmands 

by a set of primitive SNMP cornmands. The set of SNMP commands are then 

communicated through the network via the SNMP IF. 

ûperations Manager The Operations Manager (OM) is the core module of the 

MMK. It acts as a request manager that coordinates the execution of al1 incorning 

comrnands. If an incoming packet is a management command than the Command 

Executive (CE) spawns a new 'slave command executive' process to execute it. The 

'slave' process executes the command according to its corresponding finite state machine 

(FSM). Each command has an associated FSM that specifies step-by-step the sub- 

operations needed to execute the commnd. Command execution generally involve the 

'slave' process invoking the services of other MMK modules and controllers, and FM 

modules. The CE and 'slave' CES communicate with the other DM modules and the 

network through the SPA1 interface. 
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Figure 3.9: DM'S Operations Manager 

Admission Module The Admission Module (AM) is responsible for making 

admission control decisions for the DM. In particular, it determines whether new 

multicast sessions are allowed to be created in the domain. The typical admission 

process executes as follows. The Session Manager that is attempting to create a new 

multicast session sends a negotiateSessionPanms( ) command accompanied by a set of 

desired QoS metrics to the DM. The Opentions Manager in the DM receives the 

command and invokes the AM to make an admission decision. Based on domain 

policies, the condition of the current network state, and the desired QoS metrics, the AM 

c m  either accept or reject the request. The AM quenes the Policy and Topology 

controllers for the policy and network state information. If the request is rejected, the 

DM informs the Session Manager of the reasons for rejection, i.e. which QoS metric 

cannot be satisfied or which domain policy is violated. The Session Manager can use the 

feedback to renegotiate another request if desired. The AM actually does not execute as a 

sepante process, but rather exists as a set of related subroutines that the Operations 

Manager calls to process connection-admission-control operations. 

Monitor Manager The Monitor Manager (MM) is responsible for controlling 

the continuous gathenng of state information fiom al1 the nodes and Session Managers in 

the domain. MM executes independentl y of the Operations Manager. The architecture 



contains a Monitor Controller and, like the Operations Manager, it also features a SPA1 

interface since it must comrnunicate with both local MMK modules and non-MRMA 

network elements (see Figure 3.10). The node and link state status information collected 

from the network routers are used for generating a dynamic topology image that is up-to- 

date and accurately reflects the current state of the domain. The MM implements the 

'trap-directed polling' technique to collect state information. It combines two cornmon 

monitoring techniques: i) Polling - the MM periodically. but infrequently. poll al1 the 

routers for baseline performance and state statistics. The routers reply with a status 

report each time it is polled. ii) Traps - if triggered by certain events, the routers 

automatically send status reports to the MM. The tnp  reports complement the baseline 

information that the MM already has. This combined method is cost-effective because it 

does not require frequent polling and network changes are quickly detectable. The 

Monitor Controller sets the conditions for when to genente reports and what to report. 

This includes determining the threshold levels that trigger traps, the periodic polling 

cycle, and the filters that the routers use at the local level to extract relevant status 

information from the raw data. The Monitor Controller passes collected information to 

the Topology Controller for updating in the Domain Topology database. 

Aside from gathering the status information, another critical aspect of an effective 

monitoring process is to ensure the collected information are timely and accurate. To 

effectively track the dynamics of the network, the Monitor Controller needs to set the 

p i o d  of the polling cycle to an appropriate duration. A period that is shorter than the 

optimal time may provide up-to-date tracking of changing network conditions but it also 

results in excess signaling traffic in the network. A period that is longer than the optimal 

time may result in less signaling overhead but it might not be able to effectively track the 

changes in the network. To ensure the collected data are accurate, the Monitor Controller 

must also perform post-processing tc compensate for errors in the received reports. 

There are three sources of errors that can affect a status report as it traverse the network 

from the router to the DM: the non-negligible propagation delay that is intrinsic to al1 

transmitted packets, errors in the packet payload that occur with some probability, and 

packets that anive out-of-sequence or are out-dated with some probability. There is not 

much that the Monitor Controller can do to compensate for the inaccuracies caused by the 



propagation delay experienced by the messages. However, to verify content integrity the 

Monitor Controller performs CRC checks on received messages. Moreover, the Monitor 

Controller also performs sequence-number checking to detect out-of-sequence or 'old' 

status reports. Status reports that fail either test are dropped. 

The Monitor Manager is also responsible for monitoring the status of dl active 

Session Managers in the domain. The type of information gathered are high-ievel in 

nature such as whether the session is still active. the number of group members. and etc. 

The information is passed to the Directory Manager for updating in the Session Directory 

database. 
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Figure 3.10: DM'S Monitor Manager 

Database Controiiers 

The Domain Manager have several databases (Domain Topology, Policy, Software 

~Modules) that are utilized to store the domain topology information, policies, and various 

software modules and algorithms. For the architecture illustrated in Figure 3.1, the 

databases are placed outside the MMK block, and the reason is that in Our design mode1 

they have properties similar to the Functional Modules discussed in 3.1.1. Each of the 

databases have well-defined functions and there already exist standard solutions that c m  

provide the necessary functions required by the MRMA systern. Various storage 

technologies that range from simple look-up tables to stand-alone systems such as MIBs, 

SQL, IETF's Policy Frarnework [19] c m ,  with some custornization, serve as the 



databases. The databases need to track, for each node, metrics such as the number of 

adjacent links, link state, link free bandwidth, and other QoS metrics. Figure 3.11 gives 

an example of a possible data structure that can be used 

information. 

for storing the topology 

Struct LinkInfo ( 
IinkiD; 
IinkState; 
frccBandwidth; 

1 

Struct NodeInfo { 
node ID 
numAdjacentLinks; 
smct Linkinfo links[numAdjacentlinksj 

1 

Figure 3.1 1 : Example Data Structure For S tonng Topology Information 

Our design views the database components as 'plug-in' modules, sirnilar to the 

Functional Modules, that MMK can invoke for specific services. To increase the 

Rexibility of the MRMA architecture, al1 access to the darabases are made through a set 

of corresponding controllers in the MMK. The controllers abstract the actual database 

system and present a standard API to the rest of the DM. Database-specific cirivers such 

as S N M P  and LDAP are utilized for making the actual database queries. 

Topology Controller Network state information collected by the Monitor 

Manager are used for maintaining a topology image that must accurately reflect the 

current state of the network. The topology image is generated from the correlation of 

collected metrks that describe the node and link States, and is stored in the Domain 

Topology Database. A logicd depiction of the Domain Topology image is shown in the 

top section of Figure 3.12. Various management decisions such as unicast and multicast 

route selection, admission control, and traffic and congestion control need domain 

topology information for input. 



! 
! Domain Topology - Coven all domain nodes ! 
! 

Tree Topology - Covers on-tree nodes only 

Figure 3.12: Deriving the Tree Topology from the Domain Topology 



Figure 3.13 shows the architecture for the Topology Controller. The Controller's role is 

to handle al1 read and write operations to the database. This includes taking high-level 

requests such as 'return the set of nodes that have changed its state since a specific point 

in time' from the Monitor Manager or Opentions Manager, and executing the necessary 

low-level operations needed to extract the appropriate information from the database. 

The Topology Controller also has a SPA1 interface. It comrnunicates with other MMK 

and FM modules through the Kemel IF using the NMMP comrnand set while 

communication with the Topology Database is signaled via the Message Adaptation 

Module and Database IF using the database-specific protocol. 

Controller 

Message 

Domain 
Topology 
Database 

Figure 3.13: DM'S Topology Controller 

Policy Conttoller QoS contract negotiation, and contract enforcement are two 

important procedures that are required for enabling QoS service on IP networks A 

connection that wants QoS guarantees from the network would negotiate with the 

network a conmct that specifies the exact or statistical performance bounds that the 

connection would like to operate within. Once the contract is accepted and the 

connection is active, the network must take steps to ensure thai the connection abides by 

the QoS contract and stays within the negotiated performance bounds. If contract 



violations occur, such as a source transmitting data at a higher bitrate than is dlowed in 

its contnct, the network would take appropriate action to address the problem. Thus, to 

enforce the contract, there is a need for niles to specify the appropnate reaction for each 

condition, a need for 'police' to enforce the d e s ,  and a need for 'judges' to decide 

when to apply the rules. Together, the rules, the police and the judges al1 comprise a 

policy system that is essential to any QoS-enabled network [19]. The MRMA also 

implements such a system to enable multicast- with-QoS. 

MRMA's policy system is based on the Policy Framework [19] developed by the 

IETF RSVP Admission Policy (RN) Working Group. Figure 3.14 compares the two 

systems. The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) represent the role of the 'police', the 

Policy Decision Point (PDP) represent the 'judge', and the Policy Repository represent a 

database of policies. Each policy defines one or more rules that describe the action to 

take when specific conditions occur. The platforni essentially executes as follows: i) 

The PEPs function as distnbuted agents that detect and raise alarms when certain 

conditions occur. The PEPs will send a summary of the conditions to the PDP. ii) The 

PDP will then interpret the conditions, retrieve the relevant policies frorn the Policy 

Repository, and rnake a decision bmed on the two inputs. 3) The PEP will take action 

according to the PDP decision. 
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T 
- 

Decision (possibly 
with policy elements, 
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The IETF Policy Framework [19] 

Policy elements 
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Decision (possibly 
with policy elements 
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The MRMA Policy Framework 

Figure 3.14: The IETF and MRMA Polk y Frameworks 



The MRMA policy platform is sirnila- to the RN's .  It consist of the Policy 

Database which stores the al1 MRMA policies, the Policy Controller (PC) that manages 

al1 access to the policies, and any modules that require access to policies for making 

management decisions such as the Admission Module and Traffic and Congestion 

Control Manager. In particular, the PC has similar functions as the PDP - it includes 

interpreting policy requests, retneving the relevant policies from the database. 

interptetine the policies with respect to the requests. and making decisions. It is also 

responsible for updating the database with new policies. The PC architecture is shown in 

Figure 3.15. The Controller comrnunicates with other MMK and FM modules through 

the Kemel IF using the native NMMP command set. However, since the Policy Database 

can be implemented in a number technologies such as MIBs, LDAP, SQL, etc., the 

Controller communicates with the database through the Message Adaptation Module and 

Database IF using standard management protocols such as S N M P  and LDAP. 

Policy Controuer 

Controller 

Message 1 Adrpiation Module 1 

Figure 3.15: DM'S Policy Controller 

Softkiare Controuer As mentioned in 3.3.1, the MRMA is intended to be 

deployed over an JP network that is consist of 'intelligent' routers that support a high 

degree of programmability. Such routen would allow the network manager to 

dynarnically alter the behavior of the network by reconfigunng the software control 



modules in the each of the routers. The Domain Manager, in particular the Software 

Controller, is responsible for the distribution of software modules to the programmable 

routers. The software modules are stored in the Software Modules database and cm only 

be accessed by the Software Controller. Again, the database of object-code files cm be 

implemented in various forms such as stored locally on disk or rnemory, or stored off-site 

in FTP sites. The Software Controller architecture is sirnilar to the other controllers; it 

has a core Controller module and a SPA1 interface. The Controller is responsible for 

managing the downloading process. 

Software Controiier 

1 Controiier 1 
Message 

Adaptation Module 1 

Software 
Modules 
Database 

Figure 3.16: DM'S Software Controller 

Functional Modules 

We have already discussed the Functional Modules in 3.1.1. but we'll present the 

ones that reside in the Domain Manager in a bit more detail here. 

Unicast Route Manager The MRMA uses unicast UDP datagnms to deliver most of 

the control information that is signdled among the various MRMA entities: DM, SMs, 

and EAs. By default, al1 IP networks provision best-effort unicast service. The system 

implements either RIP or OSPF at the domain level for dissemination link state 



information and generating unicast routing tables. However, our MRMA system does 

not require the presence of an underlying unicast routing protocol for generating the 

unicast routing tables. Instead, the DM entity cm make use of the topology information 

available in the Domain Topology Database to generate its own routing table, which is 

then periodically distributed to ail the routes. This has two advantages: it allows the 

MRMA to be independent of the underlying native unicast routing protocol. and it 

eliminates duplication of signahg traffic that arise from the sepante gathenng of state 

information needed in unicast and multicast route caiculations. 

The Unicast Route Manager contains a centralized route selection algorithm that 

calculates the best-effort unicast routing tables based on information from the Domain 

Topology image. Figure 3.17 illusates the Unicast Route Manager architecture. The 

Request Controller (RC) is responsible for abstncting the implementation-speci fic details 

of the route selection algorithm from the MMK. As an example, a typical procedure to 

refresh the unicast route table occurs as follows: 

1. The Operations Manager (OM) issues a 'calculate-new-table' command to the 

RC. Together with the command, the OM will also pass an image of the Dornain 

Topology to the RC. The OM retneves the topology information frorn the 

Topology Controller. 

2. The Command Executive interprets the kemel command and issues the necessary 

steps, through the Adaptation Interface. to the unicast route selection module. 

The Adaptation Interface acts as a translator that takes the kemel cornmand and 

converts it to comands  that is understood by the route selection module. The 

route selection module then generates a new routing table that satisfies the input 

constraints and retums the result to the RC, which in tum, conveys the result back 

to the OM. The OM then periodicaily disseminates the new changes to al1 routers 

in the domain. 

The Unicast Route Manager is implemented as a aset of subroutines that the OM c m  cal1 

to generate unicast routing decisions. It can implernent any one of several proposed 

unicast routing protocols, such as the Dijkstra's [29]or Bellman-Ford [30] algorithm; of 



course, the chosen algorithm would require some customization to interface with the 

MMK 

Address Manager 

Uuicast Route Manager 

Figure 3.17: DM'S Unicast Route Manager 

It is responsible for dynamically tracking and allocating 

unique identifiers for new multicast sessions, such as multicast IP addresses and port 

numbers. Port numbers may be used for distinguishing different service flows offered in 

the same multicast session. Similar to the Route Manager architecture, the Address 

Manager also contains a Request Controller in addition to the address controller module. 

The Address Controller module can deploy any one of several proposed multicast address 

management architectures, such as the suite of protocols developed by IETF that 

implement the functions of the general addressing scheme called the Mu1 ticast Address 

Allocation Architecture (MAAA) [Ml.  The scheme supports two levels of multicast 

addresses: inter-domain, and intra-domain. Multicast Address-Set Claim (MASC), 

Address Allocation Protocol (AAP) and Multicast Address Dynarnic Client Allocation 

Protocol (MADCAP) are protocols in the suite. Another candidate solution is GLOP[l2] 

which is currently k i n g  evaluated on the MBone. GLOP statically allocates blocks of 

addresses to each domain. The Address Manager can be implemented as a separate 

network application that the NMK can query for services. 



MMK 

Address Manager 

Figure 3.18: DM'S Address Manager 

Directory Manager Zt maintains and advertises information of active multicast 

sessions to the entire network. New receiven can query the NMK, which in tum query 

the Directory for information on the specific session that they may be interested in 

joining. such as its multicast addresses. Some other session properties that can be 

tracked in the directory are: 

- session narne 
- multicast IP address and port numbers 
- session manager IP address and port number 
- session start and end time 
- maximum and minimum source transmission bitnte 
- current number of members 
- maximum number of members allowed 

Similar to the Unicast Route Manager architecture, the Directory Manager also contains 

a Request Controller in addition to the Session Directory Controller module (see Figure 

3.19). The Directory Database can be a simple look-up table or it can implement any one 

of several proposed session directory management systems such as sdr, or the Session 

Description Protocol (SDP) [31]. Like the Address Manager, the Directory Manager c m  

be implemented as a separate network application that the NMK can query for services. 
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Figure 3.19: DM'S Directory Manager 



3 3 3  Session Manager 

The Session Manager (SM) architecture is shown in Figure 3.20. With reference to 

Figure 3.1, we can see that, like the DM architecture, the SM architecture also 

implements a section of the Network Management layer. It consists of a section of the 

MMK, severai of the Functional Modules, and some of the databases. 

Session Manager 

Figure 3.20: Session Manager Architecture 

Properties. To tailor the MRMA to handle requirements that are unique to 

multicast, we introduce the notion of a Session Manager. There is one SM dedicated for 

managing ail operations relating to the setup, maintenance and termination of each 

session. This includes tracking the state of the multicûst tree by maintaining a topology 

image of the tree, selecting new tree branches for connecting new members, pexforming 

resource reservation for those new branches, and deailocating resources h m  departing 



members. SMs are dynamicaily spawned by the multicast sources to initialize and 

manage the multicast sessions. The SM cm reside both any in the network or on the 

rnulticast source itself. If the SM resides on the same host computer as the source then it 

shares the same IP address, but communicates on different ports. 

The two major SM functions are: 

Multicast tree construction. Each SM manages the construction of a multicast 

tree that spans al1 the goup members. Tree construction encompasses several main 

opentions: initializing the session by registering with the DM, grafting new members 

ont0 the tree, pruning departing members and terminating the session. We will 

elaborate on these operations when we introduce our NMMP multicast protocol in 

Chapter 4. Multicast route selection and resource reservation are two important steps 

cornmon to al1 tree construction operations. 

The SM implements a centnlized route selection scheme. For instance, to add a 

new member, Rn,,, to the group, the SM first invokes the Multicast Route Manager to 

attempt to compute a feasible route from the existing tree to Rnew. The Multicast 

Route Manager's multicast routing algorithm takes as input the curent state of the 

entire domain. the curent configuration of the tree, and the set of application or 

receiver specific QoS metrics (see Figure 3.21). The computed route, Path(Src, R,) 

must satisfy the QoS constraints defined by the application or Rnew, where Sn: is the 

multicast source. Note that a section of Path(Src, R,,,) coincides with the existing 

tree (tnink section) while the other section represents the new branch that needs to be 

grafted (branch section), (see Figure 3.22). QoSMIC also introduces the notion of a 

Manager Router for managing a centralized Multicast Tree Search Procedure [25]. 

Domain Topology 

Route New Tree TopoIogy 
Tree Topoiogy Manager - 
Figure 3 -2 1 : The rnulticast route selection process. 



Ftgure 3.22: Components of the Path(Src, Rnew). 

Other than selecting the path, SM is ais0 responsible for reserving resources from 

al1 the on-path nodes along the Path(Src, Rn,,). Along the tnink section. SM must 

reserve additional bandwidth from the on-path nodes. if required, to accommodate the 

QoS requirements of the new member. Note that we use the terms 'on-path' and 'on- 

tree' to refer to the nodes that comprise the path or tree. Sirnilady along the branch 

section, SM must also ensure the nodes reserve sufficient bandwidth for the new 

flow. In addition, an entry for Rn,, must be added to their multicast routing tables. 

Once a feasible route is found and resource rese~ation negotiations are successfully 

completed, Rn., is then a member of the session and can begin receiving multicast 

traffic. 

Multieast tree pe$ormance maintenance. Similar to the DM, the SM also has a 

Monitor Manager that continuously monitors the state of the tree and collect statistics 

that are needed for performance and new-member admission control. For instance, if 

congestion is building up at certain points on the tree, the SM rnay reconfigure the 

entire tree, deny access to new members, or lower the source transmission rate to 

alleviate the problem. 

The SM contains two topology databases: Tree Topology which tracks group 

membership and tree structure information, and Domain Topology which tracks node 

and Iink state information for the entire domain. Each SM maintains its own Tree 

Topology image since they each manages its own multicast session. On the other 

hand the Domain Topology image is merely downloaded from the DM. Actually, the 

entire image is downloaded once in its entirety when the SM first initializes. 



Subsequent, changes in the DM'S copy of the image are penodically disserninated to 

ail the SMs in the domain. The update frequency is chosen such that it ensures that 

the local copy closely reflects the m e  network state, but not too frequentiy such that 

excess overhed is generated. 

Key Design Decisions. Dedicating one SM per session distributes the total 

computation load among many management entities, while allowing rnulticast routing 

and other session-related decisions to be decided centrally. This allows creation of more 

optimal multicast trees. Multicast connections are more complex and computationally 

intensive to manage than unicast connections. Other than node and link state 

information, multicast routing and resource control also require tree structure and group 

membership information. Thus, to maximize the scalability of MRMA, it is important for 

the architecture to maximize the distribution of the computational load of multicast 

routing and signaling. On the other hwd, accurate routing decisions are also important 

since it determines the efficiency in which network resources are utilized. A connection 

that is granted more bandwidth than its statistical mean requirement implies there will be 

less resources available for othen, resulting in a non-optimum call-blocking rate. The 

accuracy of management decisions is dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the 

information that the manager has of the state of the domain. 

A fully distnbuted architecture may be effective in spreading the computationai load 

across the network, but it is difficult for any one entity to obtain accurate and timely 

knowledge of the entire domain, and so it lacks sufficient information to make accurate 

management decisions. Another unsuitable architecture is the centralized approach. 

Although a centrai manager has complete knowledge of the entire topology and is 

therefore generall y capable of making the most accurate routing and management 

decisions, it hm the disadvantage of king a single point of congestion. The adverse 

effect is congestion on links located near the cenaal manager. Moreover, as ail network 

functions are executed at the manager, response times will experience long latencies as 

requests face long queuing times. MRMA's hierarchical arrangement of having global 

performance statistics monitored centrally by the DM, while session-specific statistics, 



which are of no use to other multicast groups, are handled by the corresponding SMs is a 

good comprise between the previous two options. 

The physical location of each SM also greatly affects the load distribution. Placing 

al1 the SMs at a centralized location is definitely ineffective since it simply behaves like a 

centralized system. For source-based multicast trees, two feasible options are: SMs 

reside on the access routers situated around the network penmeter, or SMs reside outside 

the network on the actual host/source computer. The fmt option achieves good network 

load distribution, but it may still suffer from congestion for the case where an access 

router is serving many host cornputers that themselves are mots for different multicast 

trees. As such, the access router may be managing too many rnulticast sessions 

simultaneously and become a potential congestion point. MRMA implements the second 

option which offers even better load distribution. Deploying the SM at the host computer 

maximizes the load distribution. In fact. it elirninates the processing load of setting-up 

and maintaining the multicast session from the network altogether. Although, the tasks 

that the SM conducts are computationally intensive, most of today's computen should 

have more than dequate processing capacity to handle the load. Having said that, there 

is no restriction by the architecture that the SM has to reside on multicast source. In fact, 

the SM can also be chosen to reside anywhere in the network. 

MMK Modules 

Following are descriptions for each of the modules in the SM architecture. Many 

of the modules have similar functionality and architecture as  modules in the Domain 

Manager. This section will only briefly describe those SM modules that have a similar 

counterpart in the DM - for further details. the reader can refer to 3.3.1, where the 

modules for the DM are presented. 

I/O Conttoller This module serves as an immediate interface between the MMK 

component in the Session Manager and the rest of network. The Functions and 

architecture are essentially the same as that of the UO Contmller in the DM. Refer to 

3.3.1 for more details. 



Operations Manager The Operations Manager (OM) is the core module of the 

MMK component. It serves as a request manager that coordinates the execution of al1 

incorning management cornmands. The functions and architecture for this module are, 

again, essentially the sarne as the Operations Manager in the DM. The main difference 

between the two is that the SM'S OM handles only session-specific cornmands that are 

relevant to the setup, maintenance, and termination of multicast sessions. 

Admission Module The Admission Module (AM) is responsible for making 

admission control decisions for the SM. In particular, it decides whether new members 

are allowed join the multicast session. This service differs from the function provided by 

the Admission Module in the DM. The typical admission process executes as follows: 

1. We take for example R,,, a new receiver that is uying to join the multicast 

session. It first sends a juin( ) comrnand accompanied by a set of desired QoS 

metncs to the SM. The particular QoS metrics that Rn, can request is dependent 

on the application and resource management technology at the routen. For 

instance, if the application is multicast layered video [26] and the routers support 

a discrete resource reservation mechanism similar to DiffServ. then Rn=, c m  

simply specify the number of video streams it would like to receive. Otherwise if 

the routers support higher resource control granularity, then Rn,, cm speci fy the 

exact bitrate at which it would like to receive data. 

2. The Operations Manager in the SM receives the command and invokes the AM 

to make an admission decision. The admission decision is based on several 

factors: session policies (Le., is there a Iirnit on the number of members that c m  

join), the condition of the current multicast tree (i.e., is there too much congestion 

on the me), selection of a feasible Path (Src, R,,), and resource reservation 

negotiations. The AM queries the Policy and Topology controllers for session 

policy and tree state information, while path selection and resource mervation 

functions are provided by the Multicast Route Manager and Resource Module 

respectively. The join( ) request is rejected if any one of the above conditions 

fail. 



3. If the request is rejected, the AM informs Rmw of the reasons. i.e. which QoS 

metnc cannot be satisfied or which session policy is violated. RN, c m  use the 

feedback to renegotiate the another request if desired. 

The AM actually does not execute as a sepiuate process, but nther exists as a set of 

related subroutines that the Operations Manager calls to process admission-control tasks. 

Resource Module The Resource Module (RM) conducts resource reservation 

and deallocation negotiations with Element Agents. The Operations Manager invokes the 

services of the RM whenever there is a need to alter the physical configuration of the 

rnulticast tree. This include grafting and pruning tree branches when members join and 

leave; and reconfigunng the entire tree to improve performance in reaction to congestion 

problems. The resource-related process occurs as follows: 

1. Tnggered by the need to modify the rnulticast tree, the Operations Manager first 

invokes the Multicast Route Manager to calculate a new feasible branch or tree. 

Once a feasible route is selected, the Operations Manager then invokes the Rh4 to 

either allocate or deallocate (depending on the specific operation) resources h m  

each of the on-route network nodes. 

2. The route information retumed by the Multicast Route Manager infonns the RM 

of the exact nodes that it has to negotiate with. Based on such information, the 

RM negotiates with each of the nodes' Element Agents one by one, and the result 

is retumed to the Operations Manager. Once complete, the RM dso updates both 

the Tree Topology and Domain Topology databases of the changes via the 

Topology Controller. 

3. If for some reason resource reservation negotiations with a node fails, i.e. its 

available bandwidth changed, the RM informs the Operations Manager of the 

cause of failure. 

Like the Admission Module, the RM actually does not execute as a separate process, but 

rather exists as a set of related subroutines that the Operations Manager calls to process 



resource reservation and deallocation tasks. The subroutines are defined by the NMMP 

protocol. 

Mon itor Manager The Monitor Manager (Mbl) is responsible for collecting 

state information h m  the on-tree nodes. Once collected, it further filters the data for 

relevant statistics and tngger darms if required. The information are passed to the 

Topology Controller which uses them to maintain an accurate image of the tree topology. 

The Tree Topology image tracks the configuration of the tree with respect to the entire 

domain. as well as reflect changes in rnembership and configuration due to members 

miving and departing. The traffic and QoS metrics monitored by the MM are session- 

specific, that is it should not include any metrics that is aiready rnonitored by the DM. 

Refer to the description on the DM'S Monitor Manager for details of this controller's 

architecture and other implementation issues. 

Topology Controller The Session Manager contains two topology images that 

are stored in databases: Domain Topology, and Tree Topology. . The former reflects the 

state of the entire domain and is simply periodicaily downloaded from the DM. The 

latter reflects the state of the multicast tree and is updated locally with information 

collected by the SM'S Monitor Manager. Tree topology information is relevant solely to 

local session-level management decisions including multicast route sclection. new 

member admission control. resource reservation, and tree tnffc and congestion control. 

The QoS menics tracked by the Tree Topology include the general link and node state 

information for each on-tree node, plus session-specific metrics such as number of group 

members, highest bandwidthconsurning tree tank, aggregate tree bandwidth 

consumption, and etc. Since the Domain Topology image already tracks the general link 

and node state information for al1 nodes in the domain, the Tree Topology image can 

inherit those information from the Domain Topology image. The SM will only have to 

track the location of al1 the on-tree nodes; it can then extract the appropriate node and 

link state information fIom the Domain Topology image. This idea is illustrated in 

Figure 3.12. As such, the SM only has to gather session-specific QoS metrics. Access 

to both images are, however, controlled by the Topology Controller (TC). The 



functionality and architecture of the TC are similar to that of its DM counterpart, except 

the SM's TC must manage access to two topology images nther than one. 

Policy Controller The Policy Controller controls access to the Policy 

Database. The database stores policies relevant to session-level operations such as new 

member admission control and tnffic and congestion control. Each of the SMs' 

databases may contain different policies since different multicast sessions in the domain 

may be implementing different applications and so the admission and congestion control 

niles may also be different. The exact policy specifications are set by the multicast 

source that spawned the SM. 

Functional Modules 

We have already discussed the Functional Modules in 3.3.1, but we'll present the 

modules that reside in the Session Manager in a bit more detail hem 

MuIticast Route Manager The SM's Multicast Route Manager performs a different 

function than that of the DM'S Unicast Route Manager. It performs calculations for 

selecting feasible multicast trees and branches rather than unicast routing tables. Figure 

3.23 illustrates the Multicast Route Manager architecture. The core module is a 

centralized route selection algorithm that calculates multicast routes based on the current 

network state and a set of QoS constraints. The output is a feasible rnulticast route that 

satisfy the QoS constraints. The Request Controller (RC) is responsîble for abstracting 

the implementation-specific details of the route selection algorithm from the MMK. As 

an example, a typical procedure to calculate a new tree branch occurs as follows: 

1. The Operations Manager (OM) issues a 'calculate-new-branch' cornrnand to the 

RC. Together with the command. the OM will also pass an image of the Dornain 

Topology and the Tree Topology to the RC. The OM obtains the topology 

information from the Topology Controller. 

2. The Command Executive interprets the cornmand and issues the necessary steps, 

through the Adaptation Interface, to the route selection aigorithm module. The 

Adaptation Interface acts as a ~anslator that takes the kernel cornmand and 



converts it to comrnands that is understood by the multicast module. The 

multicast module then tries to find a feasible path that satisfies the input 

constraints and returns the result to the RC, which in turn, conveys the result back 

to the OM. 

The Multicast Route Manager is implemented as a set of related submutines that the 

Opentions Manager calls to process route selection tasks. Although there are many 

multicast routing algonthms available, the Multicast Route Selection Algorithm should 

be chosen from algorithms that perform source routing since the MRMA architecture 

implements centralized route selection. Several candidate multicast routing algorithms 

are listed in [LOI, including: Dijkstra's Algorithm, Kou et. al, Takahashi-Matsuyama. 

Kompella et al.. a d  Widyono. 
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Figure 3.23: SM'S Multicast Route Manager 

Trafic and Congestion Control Manager This Functional Module 

responsible for detecting and controlling traffic and congestion in the rnulticast tree at the 

tree level. The Traffic and Congestion Controller (TC) can affect the performance of the 

multicast tree in two ways: passive control and active control. Passive control involves 

reacting to alarms issued by the Operations Manager. For each alarm the TC generates 

an appropriate action based on rules that it queries from the Policy Controller. In most 

cases, the alarms would originate from rnonitor agents residing on the network nodes that 

have detected network conditions that exceeded certain thresholds. On the other hand, 



active control involves continuous monitoring of the multicast tree for trafic problems. 

If traffic violations or congestion symptoms are detected the TC will. again, issue 

appropriate actions to correct or alleviate the problems. It obtains the tree state 

information from the Topology Controller. For instance, if the TC detects high 

congestion on a section of the multicast tree it c m  instmct the source, via the MMK, via 

the SM, to lower its transmission rate until the congestion has dispersed. 

Nominee Congestion Avoidance (NCA) 1331 is a proposed source-based 

congestion control protocol that cm serve as the Traffic and Congestion Controller. It is 

an active error recovery protocol that active1 y identifies the most bandwidth-consaained 

path on the tree and solicits feedback from it. It then adjusts the multicast source based 

on the feedback information. 
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Figure 3.24: SM'S Trafic and Congestion Control Manager 



3.3.3 Element Agent 

The Element Agent (EA) architecture is shown in Figure 3.25. It implements the 

Resource Management layer. With reference to Figure 3.1, we c m  see that, like the DM 

and SM, the EA architecture also implements a section of the MMK. It also contains 

several other modules that process node-level operations such as packet routing and 

scheduling, and traffic and congestion control. 

VO 
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Element Agent 

Figure 3.25: Element Agent Architecture 

Properties There is one Element Agent deployed on each network node, and 

it is responsible for managing local node-level operations. Together, dl the EAs 

comprise the Resource Management layer of the MRMA. From the multicast resource 

management perspective, the EA's pnrnary function is to manage the allocation of local 

node and link resources such as bandwidth. This includes handling resource reservation 

requests from SMs and tracking the results. To guarantee QoS for multicast connections, 

each EM tracks ail the multicast sessions that it is a member of and the amount of node 

resources that are resewed for each muiticast flow. With that information, it c m  then 

apply the appropriate scheduling service for each multicast flow. The EA's other major 

role is to monitor local node and link state information and periodically forward the 



summarized form to the DM and SMs. To genente summarized statistics, local raw 

state information is first collected and then filtered according to a set of filter parameters 

contained in the Filters Table. Its other functions are handling packet routing and local 

reliable transport and congestion control. It shares the same IP address as the node but 

comrnunicates on different ports. 

Key Design Decisions Lmplementing resource management at the node-level 

evenly disuibutes the load of managing the network's resources. Moreover, by locating 

the resource manager close to the actual resource, the EA has ail the necessary 

information needed to make tirnely and accurate resource allocation. routing and 

scheduling decisions locally. 

Moreover, to increase the modularity and prognmmability of the design. we 

implement each of the EA functions: routing, reliable transport (traffic and congestion 

control), resource reservation, and monitoring as separate agents. We allow dynamic 

downloading of software modules for the each of the agents to enable mn-time 

programming of node operation. 

MMK Modules 

Following are descriptions of the modules that comprise the Element Agent. 

I/O Controller This module serves as an imrnediate interface between the MMK 

component in the Element Agent and the rest of network. In particular, the I/O controller 

processes and dispatches ail incoming control PDUs from the network to the MMK agent 

modules: Download Agent, Monitor Agent, and Resource Agent. Convenely, it also 

processes and transmits dl outgoing control PDUs from the MMK agent modules into the 

network. The functions and architecture are essentially the s m e  as that of the UO 

Controller in the DM. Refer to 3 -3.1 for details. 

Download Agent The agent is responsible for provisioning node pmgrammability. it 

handles dynamic software-module-download requests from the DM. Once a software 

module is successfully received, the Download Agent then halts execution of the target 



agent and replaces the active software code with the new code. The Download Agent's 

architecture consist of a SPAI interface to support both the NMMP and SNMP signaling 

protocols, and a controller module. 

Download Agent 
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Figure 3.26: EATs Download Agent 

Monitor Agent The Monitor Agent (MA) gathers local node and link state 

statistics and reports them to the Domain and Session Managers. Report messages are 

genented in response to either poll requests or if special conditions are detected such as 

a link failure. For the latter case, aiarms would be triggered and unsolicited t n p  

messages would be genented. There are two rnethods by which the MA monitors state 

information. One method is to enable MA access to the device-level interfaces of the 

router hardware, so that the MA cm directly monitor the status of the actual buffers, 

memory, registers, and etc. This method assumes that the MRMA system has complete 

knowledge and direct access to the hardware, information which is ofrentimes 

proprietary to the vendor. The second method has the MA monitonng some form of 

status repository such as the Status MIB illustrated in Figure 3.25, instead of the 

hardware. This method does not require direct access to the hardware, but it does assume 

the existence of some form of simple register table or database that contains raw, Iow- 

level status information. Of course, it is assume that the raw information are generated 

by some low-Ievel proprietary monitoring mechanism. In the current MRMA design, we 

have assumed the second method where the Monitor Agent tracks the condition of the 

node by monitonng the contents of the Status M[B.  



In most network management impiementations, the raw information collected by the 

agents are not directly reported back to the manager because the volume of data to 

transmit is oftentimes very large, and it is difficult for the manager to extract relevant 

information frorn al1 the raw information. Instead, it is more efficient for the agents to 

pre-process the raw data and only report relevant surnmarized information to the 

manager. That is also the approach MRMA implements. As such, the Monitor Agent 

uses filters from the Filters Table to extract relevant information from the raw data. The 

MA then send summarized reports to the SMs and DM. Since the EA reports to both 

the DM and SMs, and each entity-type is interested in different state information, the 

filters in the Filters Table are set by the Monitor Managers of both the DM and SMs. 

Monitor Agent 

Figure 3.27: EA's Monitor Agent 
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Resource Agent The Resource Agent (RA) handles resource-related requests from 

the SMs. One type of request is reserving resources for a particular multicast 

connection. Along with the request are parameters describing the connection 

identification and desired QoS metrics. The connection identification is the multicast 

address, while the QoS metrics may include the minimum bitrate that the node must 

guarantee for the multicast connection, the maximum waiting time that its packets can 

stay in the queue before being transrnitted, and etc. The RA makes a decision based on 

the current arnount of available resources. The RA rejects the request if there is 

insufficient resources, otherwise it accepts the request and updates the Resource Table 

with the new resource allocation changes. It aiso enters information on where to route 
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incoming trmc for the multicast connection into the Routing Table. The Routing Table 

contains both multicast and unicast routing information. Another type of request is 

reclaiming resources from tenninated connections. For such requests, the RA simply 

remove the entries associated with the specific connection from the Resource Table and 

Routing Table. 

Resource Agent 

Figure 3.28: EA's Resource Agent 
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With respect to resource management. the MRMA, via the Rpsource Agent, cm be 

configured to manage the allocation of any router resources that the Element Agent c m  

access. The degree of access to router resources is dependent on the nature of the router 

implementation. If the router has an open architecture then the Element Agent cm 

integrate completely with it and should have access to dl its resources; otherwise if the 

router has a proprietary architecture, then the Element Agent may only have access to just 

a very restricted set of resources. Assuming the EA has access to dl router resources. the 

exact resource metrics to manage are confi yrable and depend on the QoS requirements 

of the applications that the MRMA is provisioning. For Our design, we are customizing 

the MRMA to manage two fundamental resource metrics: CPU bandwidth and link 

bandwidth. CPU bandwidth refers to the processing capacity of the router, while link 

bandwidth refers to the transmission capacity of the attached links. Any router with N 

direct links will have associated with it a single CPU bandwidth metric and N link 

bandwidth metrics. Oftentimes in QoS contracts, the amount of bandwidth to reserve for 

a connection is expressed by a combination of performance parameten: peak cell rate, 
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sustainable celI rate, maximum burst size, and minimum ce11 rate. Moreover, since 

bandwidth is the pnmary QoS metric, other metrics such as end-to-end delay and end-to- 

end jitter variance cm genenlly be indirectly controlled by controlling the arnount of 

assigned bandwidth and applying the appropriate scheduling discipline. Thus, by 

managing al1 bandwidth allocation in the network, various multicûst QoS metrics can be 

controlled and guaranteed. QoS guarantees cm be either hard or statistical, de pending 

on the scheduling discipline implemented in the router. 

The Resource Agent also ensures QoS-sensitve traffic do not starve out besteffort 

traffc. MRMA plays a very indirect role in provisioning besteffort unicast service. In 

fact, MRMA is designed to be deployed in conjunction with the existing IP unicast 

system to add multicast-with-QoS service. However, although MRMA is not directly 

involved in delivering best-effort unicast service (BES), the MRMA's Resource Agent 

must guarantee a fixed minimum percentage of the total bandwidth on each router is 

reserved for BES traffic. This is to ensure that BES connections cannot be starved by 

QoS connections. 

Besteffonusap 

Reserved usage 

Figure 3.29: Bandwidth allocation scheme for each router. 

Figure 3.29 illustrates the Resource Agent's view of the total bandwidth capacity for 

each router. Multicast-with-QoS applications will not be able reserve from the BES 

bandwidth range; however they may make use of it on a 'best-effort' bais if no BES 

mc is using it. In the BES bandwidth range, BES M c  has higher priotity than QoS 

WIC. Conversely, BES tmc may use ide resources in the QoS bandwidth range on a 

'best-effort' basis. In this range, QoS applications have pre-emptive priorîty. 



Functional Modules 

As discussed in 3.1.1, some of the Functionai Modules represent functions that are 

implemented at both the global and local level. Here in the Element Agent, the Route 

Agent and Transport Agent are two such Functional Modules - both of which provide 

local services. 

Route Agent The Route Agent takes incoming IP packets and routes them out 

on the appropriate output ports. The Route Agent pnmarily consists of a Scheduler and 

a Packet Dispatcher. To support QoS guarantees, the scheduling discipline implemented 

by the Scheduler must schedule packets such that the quality-of-service each connection 

receives conforms with the QoS contract negotiated with the Resource Agent. Some 

well-known QoS-sensitive scheduling disciplines include Fair Queue, Weighted Fair 

Queue , and Weighted Round Robin. The Scheduler retrieves the QoS contract 

information for each connection from the Resource Table. The Packet Dispatcher on the 

other hand references the Rooting Table for information on which port to forward packets 

to. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.30. 

Figure 3.30: EA's Route Agent 

Transport Agent Node-Ievel trafic and congestion control are implemented 

locally by Transport Agents residing in each of the Element Agents. For instance, the 

Transport Agent can run a diable multicast transport protocol that performs local trafic 



control such as ACK-implosion avoidance or inform the source to change its transmission 

rate if certain congestion thresholds are exceeded. Several proposed rnulticast protocols 

are: Scalable Reliable Multicast [16], Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol II [17], 

Pragrnatic Generai Multicast [ 181, and Active Reliable Multicast [ 181. The Transport 

Agent c m  utilize the information stored in the Status MIB, Resource Table and Routing 

Table as input for making decisions. 

Provisioning multicast-with-QoS is a complicated problem that involves many sub- 

problems. The sub-problems or multicast topics are: QoS-sensitive multicast routing. 

multicast addressing, multicast session announcement, and reliable multicast transport 

senices. The MRMA architecture is the result of our effort to address the multicast-with- 

QoS problem from an architecture and implementation perspective. The architecture 

models each of the multicast topics as loosely interacting Functional Modules (FM) that 

are tied together by a Multicast Management Kemel (MMK) platform. MRMA 

deployrnent requires implementation of the MMK platform. FMs and the various 

databases. The thesis focuses on specification of the MMK platform, which is described 

in detaii in this chapter. Detailed specification of the FMs and various databases, 

however, are beyond the scope of the current phase of the design. As such, we designed 

the architecture such that it can extend and leverage existing solutions. Candidate 

solutions for each of the FMs and various databases are Iisted throughout the chapter. 



Chapter 4 

4 Native MRMA Management Protocol 

The Native MRMA Management Protocol (NMMP) is the default MRMA management 

protocol. The NMPI(P protocol specifies, for each MRMA management operation, the 

execution procedure, the signaling procedure, and the corresponding command set 

needed for carrying out the procedures. In this section, we present the NMMP 

definitions for al1 management operations that are needed for providing the multicast- 

with-QoS and unicast services outlined in the Context Model in 3.2.1, and the associated 

command set. 

Almost d l  operations executed by the MRMA involve comrnunicating information 

between various MRMA modules and entities. The signaling procedures specify how 

the information is to be exchanged between the participants. We define two classes of 

signaling operations: inter-entity and intra-entity. Interentity signaling specifies the 

methods in which information is communicated among management entities that are 

located physically spart in different locations on the network, i.e. among the DM, SMs, 

and EAs. Intraentity signaling specifies how communication is conducted between 

modules within the same entity. For instance, the Opentions Manager querying 

topology information from the Topology Controller is intra-entity signaling. Most 

MRMA operations requires both signding classes. However, we would like to note that 

the current NMMP version focuses primarïly on defining the inter-entity signding aspect 

of each operation because it has a p a t e r  impact on the performance of the MRMA 

system and the network than that of the intra-entity signaling aspect. Since inter-entity 



signaling operations involve participants that are located apart in the network, the 

signaling schemes produce control trafic that affect the performance of the network. In 

particular it deterrnines when controi traffic is introduced into the network, how much 

control trafic is genented, and how the control traffic is transported across the network. 

The volume and behavior of the control t r a c  that is introduced into the network have a 

profound effect on the performance of the network and the efficiency and accuracy of the 

management operations. Participating modules in intra-entity sipaling operations. on 

the other hand. share the same physical location and so it generally involves function- 

calls and inter-process message passing. The corresponding signaling schemes have 

minimal impact on the performance of the network and MRMA system since they do not 

introduce any control traffic into the network and precise timing of messages are 

genenlly not a problem. 

The NMMP comands that execute the inter-entity signaling procedures are carried 

in special control packets that are transmitted as connectionless unicast UDP datagrams. 

and are treated as high pnority best-effort service by the routen. High pnority treatment 

for signaling packets results in lower queuing latency and packet loss. which are crucial 

to enabling diable execution of management operations. The signaling schemes that we 

choose for implementing these opentions are heavily influenced by our desire to 

rninimize the arnount of control traffic that needs to be generated, thus minirnizing the 

network and processing load on the network. Minimizing control traffic overhead is key 

to improving scalability. 

We classify the MRMA management operations into two categories: Kernel 

operations and Multicast operations. Multicast operations are application-level 

operations that directly control the state of the multicast session. Kernel operations 

perform background tasks such as monitoring, resource tracking, and etc., which provide 

infornation and support for executing the Multicast operations. The Multicast and 

Kernel operations are listed in Table 4.1. 



I Multicast O~eration 1 

1 Create new multicast / Initialize a new multicast session and prepare it for 

1 receiver-initiated ioin 1 

session 
Add new member: 

1 Add new member: source- 1 Invite a new receiver to join the multicast session. 

accepting new members. 
Add a new member to the existing multicast me. 

1 the connecting tree bnnch and reclaiiiming the reserved 

initiated join 
Remove member 

I I resources. 

Remove a member from the session. This includes pruning 

1 Terminate multicast session 1 Tear down the multicast tree and reclaim al1 the reserved 1 
I 1 resources. 1 

I 

Maintain Domain ( Collect node and link state information from domain nodes. 

Kernel Operation 

1 Topology database 1 This includes periodically polling the nodes and handling 

Description 

1 database 1 nodes. This includes periodically polling the nodes and 
Maintain Tree Topology 

û-ap reports from the nodes. 
Collect session-specific performance metrics from on-tree 

Maintain Session Directory 

1 Topology image to Session 1 the domain topology. 

handling trap reports from the nodes. 
Maintain a repository of hi&-level properties and 

Distribute Domain 

Managers 
Distribute unicast routing 

configuration information for each multicast session in the 
domain. 
Penodically update the Session Managers on changes in 

Periodically update the domain nodes on changes in the 
1 table to domain nodes 1 unicast routing table, which is caiculated centrally at the 

1 to the domain 1 sessions. 
Advertise multicast session 

Download software 
modules to the Element 
Agents 

Domain Manager. 
Handle queries for information on active multicast 

Reserve resources along 
Path(source, new member) 

Reclaim resources dong 
Path(source, departing 
member) 

Dynamicaily alter the behaviour of the network by 
downloading new controller software modules to the 
Element Agents, which in tum, control the operation of 
each domain node. 
Connect a new member to an existing multicast tree by 
reserving the necessary resources along the path that 
connects the new receiver to the source. The path consists 
of two sections: the new tree branch that connects the 
existing tree to the new receiver and the segment of the 
existing tree frorn the grafting point to the source. 
Remove a member from the multicast m e  by reclaiming 
the resources that are reserved for that member from the 
path that connects the departing receiver to the source. The 



path consists of two sections: the tree branch that is to be 
pruned and the segment of the existing tree from the 
gnfting point to the source. 

Table 4.1: Multicast and Kemel operations. 

The rest of the chapter describes the finite state machine (FSM ) for each management 

operation. The FSMs specify the execution and signaiing procedures for each operation. 

4.1 KerneI Operations 

Kemel operations are low-level routine tasks that provide support for the higher-level 

Multicast opentions. The Kemel operations listed in Table 4.1 can be grouped into 

three functional groups: status monitoring, information dissemination, and resource 

management. These operations are al1 initiated by the MMK. From the implementation 

perspective, ail Kernel operations involve al1 three MRMA entities (DM, SMs, EAs) each 

implernenting a different part of the overail process. 

The operations that fa11 into the status monitoring group are: Maintain both Domain 

Topology database , Maintain Tree Topology database, and Maintain Session Directory 

database. These operations continuously collects information on the state of the network 

and state of the multicast connections, which serve as important input for admission 

control and traffic and congestion control decisions. For each operation, NMMP 

specifies which performance parameters to rnonitor and how to efficiently and accurately 

gather them. 

Other than monitoring, the NMK must also handle the distribution of management 

information, mainly topology metrics (Domain Topology and Tree Topology), session 

directory metrics and software objects. The operations that ded with the distribution of 

management information among the various MIiMA entities are: Distribute Domain 

Topology image to Session Managers, Distribute unicast routing table to domain nodes, 

Adverthe active multicast session to the domain, and Download software modules to the 

Element Agents. We specify for each operation procedures that aims to minimize the 



amount of control trafic overhead and latency that it takes to distribute the required 

information. 

The support operations that are related to resource management are: Reserve 

resources dong Path(source, new member), and Reclairn resources dong Path(source. 

departing member). These operations are key steps in constnicting QoS-sensitive 

multicast trees. We specify For each operation procedures that aims to minirnize the 

arnount of control traffic overhead and latency that it takes to set up or tear down a QoS 

connection. 

4.1.1 Maintain Domain Topology Database 

One of the primary function of the Domain Manager (DM) is to maintain an accurate, 

up-to-date database on the state of the domain. We refer to the database as the Domain 

Topology image. The image is comprise of node and link state information from a11 the 

nodes and links within the domain. The state information are utilized by both the DM 

and SMs for making multicast and unicast route selection, admission control, and traffic 

and congestion control management decisions. To maintain the database, the DM 

collects state information from each of the nodes, which it cm then correlate to obtain a 

complete image of the domain. The exact type of information for the DM to monitor is 

implementation and application-specific. that is, it is dependent on the operational 

context of the MRMA. However, we list some cornrnon static, dynamic, and statisticai 

parameters to monitor that may be of relevance to our Context Model. Each domain node 

is described by properties such as: 

configuration -type or version of software and hardware, iP address 
and port number of the Element Agent. 

neighbours -number of direct links 
WIC -peak and average packet arrivd rate, packet drop rate 
resource -amount of totd CPU bandwidth, and totd fiee CPU 

bandwidth, number of active multicast connections that the 
node is a member of, amount of CPU bandwidth reserved 
for each connection. 

Associated with each node are dso metncs that describe the pruperties of each attached 

link: 



resource -amount of total link bandwidth, amount of total free link 
bandwidth, number of active rnulticast connections that 
traverse the link, amount of link bandwidth reserved for 
eac h connection. 

performance -maximum and average link propagation delay, peak and 
average jitter variance on each link. 

The MRMA implements a centralized manager-agent paradigrn for its monitoring 

operations. For collecting domain topology information, the EAs on al1 the nodes report 

to a single manager, the Domain Manger. One of the monitoring techniques we have 

considered and rejected is sequential polling. This is perhaps the simplest monitoring 

technique to implement. This requires the DM to explicitly poll each EA and wait for a 

response before polling the next EA. This mechanism has the advantage of being easy to 

implement on both the DM and EAs side, since it is essentially a simple 'Stop-and-Wait' 

protocol. Also, this approach will most likely not result in congestion at the DM since 

nodes are sequentially polled and each node take t m s  responding, thus signaling tnffic 

is distributed over time. However, sequential polling has a major dnwback: the DM 

cannot be notified promptly of changes in the network. This occurs because EAs have to 

wait for its tum before reporting information to the DM, and so if an EA detects changes 

right after it has responded to a poll request then it has to wait a full poll cycle before it 

cm notify the DM of the new changes, thereby introduce inaccuncies into the network 

topology image compiled by the DM. The degree of inaccuracy can be riarrwaed by 

increasing the polling frequency, but that results in higher signaling overhead. Also, the 

minimum polling cycle duration depends on the number of network nodes: therefore if 

the domain is too large (in terms of physical size and number of nodes) and the network 

is highly dynamic, the DM may not be able to refresh its view of the network quickly 

enough to track the fluctuations. This technique also has the disadvantage of requinng an 

explicit poll request to be generated for each EA in the domain. 

Due to the above drawbacks we have rejected the sequential polling approach. 

Instead the DM implements the 'trap-directed polling' technique [15] for collecting node 

and link state information. Trap-directed polling' combines two comrnor? monitoring 

techniques: polling and event-triggered traps, and executes as follows. At initialization 

time, and at infrequent intervals, the DM (actually the Monitor Manager) polls dl the 



EAs for key static and statistical information such as interface configuration 

characteristics and perhaps some baseline performance metncs such as the average 

packet loss on each port over sorne intervd of time. Once this baseline is established, the 

DM refrains from polling. Instead, each node is responsible for notifying the DM of 

dynamic information such as any unusual events: the node crashes and resets, a link fails, 

or certain tMc thresholds are exceeded. The events are reported to the DM in 

EAEvent( 1 trap messages. The advantages of 'trapdirected polling' can result in 

substantid swings of network bandwidth and agent processing time. In essence. the 

network is not made to cary management information that the manager does not need, 

and agents are not made to respond to frequent requests for uninteresting information For 

the MRMA in panicular, this approach allows the EAs to report network changes to the 

DM more promptly. It also results in minimal control traffic overhead since the DM does 

not have to frequently poll the EAs. 

The polling mechanism MRMA irnplements is a modification of the common 

sequential polling technique . We cal1 the technique 'poll-by-flooding', and it executes 

as follows. Instead of explicitly sending a poll request to each node, we flood a single 

poll request message, getEAStars( ), throughout the domain. For each node that is 

visited, the local EA will send a report message back to the DM and it will also set a local 

timer to a specific value as specified by getEAStats( ). On expiring, the timer triggers 

transmission of another report to the DM, and the timer is reset again. As such, the DM 

do not have to issue a poll request for every poll cycle. The DM will only have to issue a 

new poll request if it needs to change the frequency at which it would like io poll the 

nodes or change the parameters it would like to monitor. As described in 3.3.3, the EAs 

retneves raw data from the router and than filter it according to filters from the Filter 

Table. The DM can specify the particular metncs that it would like to monitor by issuing 

a putMonitorSpec( desired metrics) message to the EAs. The purpose of periodic polling 

is not to closely track rapid fluctuations in network, but rather its designed to detect rare 

network events that the 'trap-drivent technique may have missed, such as offline nodes. 

As such the poll cycle cm be long. However, the DM cm also initiate a poll whenever it 

needs to refresh its view of the entire topology. For instance, large volume of tnp 

messages in a short time span is a good indication of high network fluctuations and so the 



DM may poll the nodes more frequently. The advantage of 'poll-by-flooding' is that 

there is less signaling overhead since, at worst, the DM only has to generate one poll 

message per poll cycle. This approach c m  also scale to operate over a large network 

since the minimum poll cycle duration is dependent on the time it takes to propagate a 

poll request message to al1 the nodes, and not dependent on the number of nodes. as is the 

case for the sequential polling method. 

Another step in the monitoring process is to post-process the collected report 

messages to ensure information accuracy and relevance. To ensure the Domain 

Topology image is accunte and up-to-date, the DM must ensure the integrity and 

timeliness of the collected data from the monitor agents. It may be safe to assume the 

data gathered locaily at the EAs are accurate, but this assumption cannot hold for the 

same data by the tirne it reaches the DM. As the status reports traverse across the 

network to the manager, they will experience errors with non-zero probability. The 

different causes of transmission erron and the corresponding approaches for dealing with 

them are listed in Table 4.2. 

Error in the 

Transmission 
Errors 

Out-of-sequence 
message 

Manager's Response 

Perform CRC check on each received status report. Reject packets 
that fail the check. 
For responses to polls, track the nodes that did not respond or 

1 whose report message is lost. A node that successively failures to 1 
respond may signify it is ornine. 
Report messages from each node are uniquely identified by a node 
ID and a time starnp. Report messages that has a time starnp that is 
older than the data that is already in the manager signifies that it is 

1 out-of-sequence and contains out-dated data in its payload. Such 1 
1 packets are dropped by the manager. 

Table 4.2: Common transmission errors and the corresponding handling techniques. 

Once the status reports are post-processed by the DM'S Monitor Manger, they are 

passed to the Topology Controller for updating the Domain Topology image. To both 

maximize the accuracy of the Domain Topology image and to simplify the distribution of 

the image to the SMs, the image is stored and maintained centrally at the DM. 

Centralized storage facilitates creation and maintenance of a more accunte and 



'cornplete' image of the domain state than is othenvise possible with a distributed 

architecture where multiple storage locations are deployed at various locations in the 

dornain, with each containing only a partial view of the domain state. This is because 

centraiized aggregation of status reports allows the DM to better correlate the pieces of 

information from each report to deveiop a combined view of the network. Another 

advantage of stonng the image centrally rather than distributively is that it requires less 

signaling overhead to download the complete topology from a single source than to 

download from several distributed sources. 

4.1.2 Maintain Tree Topology Database 

Each Session Manager (SM) maintains an accurate, up-to-date image of the state of its 

own multicast tree. Such information serve as input to multicast route selection and 

traffic and congestion control decisions. Tree topology metrics are session-specific and 

are relevant only to the SM that is rnanaging the particular multicast session. It may 

include metrics such as the number of group members, the highest bandwidthsonsurning 

tree tninklbranch, the tree tninklbranch with longest end-toend delay, and etc. Similar to 

the DM, the SM can specify which metncs it would like to monitor by issuing a 

putMonitorSpec(desired metrics) comrnanc: to the EAs. The SM only monitors those 

network nodes that comprise its own multicast tree. 

The FSM for this kemel operation is the same as that for maintaining the Domain 

Topology except for a few minor differences. The main difference is that instead of 

monitoring al1 the EAs in the domain the SM only has to monitor al1 the EAs that 

comprise the particular multicast tree. Consequently, the issues conceming which 

monitoring technique to apply for the DM case are aiso applicable to the SM case. 

Mainly, the chosen technique should rninimize both the amount of necessary control 

traffic genented and the delay between the moment a state change occurs and the time 

the SM is notified. Again, we implement the 'trap-directed polling' technique. The on- 

tree EAs irnrnediately send EAEvent( ) traps messages to the SM once state changes are 

detected, while the SM infrequently polls the EAs to refresh its view of the entire tree and 

to detect oMine EAs. The SM also employs 'poll-by-multicast' to infrequently, but 



periodically, poll al1 the on-tree nodes. 'Poll-by-multicast' differs from 'poll-by-flooding' 

in that the cornmand getEASrats( ) is propagated only to on-tree nodes rather than al1 

dornain nodes. 

41.3 Maintain Session Directory Database 

The DM'S Directory Manager module implements this operation to maintain a directory 

of properties of active multicast sessions. The information in the Session Directory 

Database is made available to local hosts and peer DMs from neighboring domains who 

are interested in knowing the properties of the sessions and their associated SMs. 

The exact session properties tracked by the Session Directory Database is, like the 

topology databases. dependent on the requirements specified by MRMA's operational 

context. For our Context Model, some likely session properties to track in the directory 

are: session name, multicast IP address and port numbers, source P address and port 

number, session start and end time, maximum and minimum source transmission bitrate, 

and current number of members. The database contains both static and dynarnic 

properties for each session. For instance, session name and multicast address are static 

settings, w hile the current number of members is a dynamic metric. 

The DM collects the information for each session from the correspondhg SM. Static 

settings are only updated in the database once when the SM first registers with the DM as 

part of the Create New Multicast Session operation, which will be described later in this 

section. Dynarnic metrics, on the other hand, require periodic refieshing. Overall, the 

directory metrics are much more static compared to the topology metncs, and so the 

monitoring process can also be much simpler. The Directory Manager implements the 

straightforward 'sequential polling' technique to periodically poll each of the SMs. The 

Directory Manager sends a getSMStuts( ) cornmand to a SM and waits for an 

acknowledgement. Once the response is received and is updated in the database, the 

process is repeated until al1 SMs are polled. It is assumed that the requested information, 

although dynamic, do not change frequently. As such, the polling frequency c m  be low, 

and the resulting control &IC will have a negligible effect on congestion. The 



Directory Manager knows the identity and IP address for each of the SMs from the static 

settings stored in the database. 

Like the other opentions for maintaining the topology databases, this operation also 

performs post-procession to ensure accuncy and timeliness of the collected data. The 

possible sources of error and corresponding remedies are listed in Table 4.2. 

4.1.4 Distribute Domain Topology Image to Session Managers 

The SMs need the node and link state information from the Domain Topology image for 

making multicast route selection decisions. Each SM has a locai copy of the image, but 

the original image is actually stored and updated centrally at the DM. This operation 

specifies how the domain topology information is disseminated from the DM to the SMs. 

Domain Topology image information is disserninated on an on-demand basis and is 

comprise of two phases. In the fint phase, the SM downloads the entire image from the 

DM by sending a getDomainTopo(ALL) command to the DM. In response, the DM 

transmits the entire image to the SM. The AU argument indicates that the SM would 

like to retrieve the entire image. The first phase is only executed once, when the 

multicast session fint initializes. In the second phase, the SM sends a 

getDomainTopo(PARTIAL, PREVIOUS-UPDATE-TIME) cornrnand to the DM to update 

its local copy. In response, the DM transmits only changes in the image that occurred 

after the time PREVIOUS-UPDATE-TIME. The PREVIOUS-UPDATE-TIME 

argument indicates the time at which the local copy was last updated. The second phase 

is executed whenever the SM needs to make use of domain topology information and its 

local copy of the image is out-of-date. The SM has a timer, Domain~Topology~Timer, 

that indicates when the local copy has expired. The duration of the timer is chosen such 

that it ensures the local copy closely reflects the true state of the network while 

minimizing the update frequency. On-demand dissemination also minirnizes the amount 

of control traffic by ensuring image updates are only sent to those SMs that have 

requested it. 



4.1.5 Distribute Unieast Routing Table to Routers 

P unicast service requires the existence of an unicast routing table in each network 

router. In a MRMA-enabled network, there are two options for generating these routing 

tables. The straightfonvard approach is to rely on the existing OSPF or RIP routing 

protocols. The advantage of this approach is that it requires no involvement from the 

MRMA , that is, other than ensuring each EA guarantees some minimum bandwidth for 

best-effort traffic the MRMA effectively operates in parailel with the existing IP unicast 

architecture as two independent systems. However, this arrangement results in excess 

control traffic being introduced in the network. Both OSPF and RIP requires al1 the 

nodes to generate significant signaling traftic in order to propagate routing-related state 

information to other nodes. At the same time, the MRMA also requires the Domain 

Manager to continuously rnonitor ail the nodes for local state information. Therefore, 

there is signaling redundancy since the state information obtained by the DM cm dso be 

used to derive the unicast routing tables. As such, the MRMA offers an alternative 

method of implementing unicast service that eliminates the need for the OSPF or RIP 

routing architecture aitogether. Instead, the DM uses a centralized unicast route selection 

module to generate unicast routes based on domain topology information that it already 

collects for multicast management purposes. The DM penodically updates routing table 

changes to each of the nodes by having the DM'S Opentions Manger issue a 

unicastRouteTable(tab1e updates) message containing table updates to each EA's 

Resource Agent. Upon receiving the message, the Resource Agent updates the local 

Route Table and then forwards the message to other routers. For each update cycle, the 

changes are flooded throughout the domain. To Save bandwidth, only the changes is 

msmitted. This approach has severai advantages: i) It eliminates need for an 

underlying unicast routing protocol such as OSPF or RIP. ii) It eliminates signaling 

redundancy. iii) It improves the accuracy of the resulting routing tables since centrally 

selected routes are generally more accurate than distributively selected routes, assuming 

of course the DM'S domain topology information is accurate. The drawback of this 

approach is that it results in additional cornputational Ioad at the DM. There is also the 

danger that a 'single-point-of-failure' at the DM will result in loss of al1 routing service, 



both unicast and multicast. However, the deployrnent of redundruit DMs on high 

capacity servers cm mitigate the above drawbacks. 

4.1.6 Advertise Multicast Session to the Domain 

High-level information on active multicast sessions within the domain are disseminated 

to hosts and peer DMs on an on-demand basis. Network entities that are interested in 

retrieving session properties information can query the DM's Directory Manager with the 

getDirectary(session name) cornrnand. 

4.1.7 Download Software Modules to the Element Agents 

The DM can dynarnicaily modify the khavior of each node, and thus the entire domain, 

by reprogramrning software controllers for each agent module in the EA. The software 

download process is executed between the DM's Software Modules Controller and the 

EA's Download Agent. The controller initiates the procedure by sending a 

loadModule(target agent, code module) to the agent. Once the code module is received 

the Download Agent swaps in the new software controller for the target agent. 

4.1.8 Reserve Resources Along Path(source, new member) 

Once a new tree branch that is to connect a new group member to the multicast tree has 

been calculated the SM must reserve the required resources from al1 the nodes that 

comprise the path from the source to the new receiver. This dlows ai1 the on-tree EAs to 

be aware of the existence of the new branch connection and the type of QoS it requires, 

thereby ensure the multicast flow dong the new branch receives the appropriate 

guarantees from the network. 

The path reservation operation executes as follows (see Figure 4.1). Once the Path 

(source, new member) has been identified by the SM'S Multicast Route Manager, the 

SM invokes its Resource Module to cczduct Lie path reservation process. SM uses 

source-routing to send a 'reservation' mobile agent that will traverse the path from the 

source to the new receiver. The mobile agent cm be a simple control packet or a contml 



script. In the NMMP protocol, the mobile agent is represented by the command message 

reserveReso~trces(parh. QoS metrics). For each node it traverses, the mobile agent will 

ensure the required resources, as specified by the QoS rnetrics argument, are reserved for 

the new receiver and the multicast routing table is updated. The affected nodes will 

include some existing on-tree nodes and nodes comprising the new branch. An ACK 

message will be sent directly (via unicast) to the SM once the mobile agent reaches the 

end of the new branch. signifying successful resource reservation alone the entire path. 

However, if for some reason the state of any of the on-path nodes change during the 

reservation process and it fails to rrserve the required resources at a particular node, the 

mobiie agent does not propagate further down the path. Instead it executes a 'crank- 

back' mechanism (a similar idea is implemented in RSVP [38]) to release just reserved 

resources dong the path. For the crank-back mechanism. the mobile agent retraces its 

steps and propagate upstream towards the SM, and as it visits each node it deallocates 

the resources that it previously reserved. thereby revening the entire reservation 

operation. The agent also reports to the SM where on the path it failed and why. The SM 

cm then, if desired, invoke the Multicast Route Manager again to reîompute a route 

based on the new state information. 

This reservation technique has the advantage of k ing  faster and generating less 

signaling overhead than simply having the SM conduct resource negotiation with each 

on-path node on an one-by-one basis. 

Figure 4.1 : Resource reservation process. 



4.1.9 Reclaim Resources Along Path(source, departing member) 

The SM executes the resource reclaiming operation each time the multicast session has 

excess resources that it no longer needs. Excess resources can result from receivers 

departing, receivers lowering their bandwidth requirements or the source lowering its 

maximum transmission rate. 

As an example. let us describe the procedure for pruning the tree branch that connects 

a departing member. For the operation, SM needs to determine the location (i.e., the 

identity of the on-branch nodes) of the tree branch that is to be pruned and then deallocate 

the associated resources. SM queries its Tree Topology database to determine the 

location of the tree branch. Next, to prune the branch the SM reverses the opention for 

grafting a tree branch. The SM transmit a 'reclaim' mobile agent directly from the source 

to the departing member (via unicast). The mobile agent carries routing information for 

the Path(source, departing member). Of course, the path includes the 'to-be-pruned' tree 

bnnch. At the leaf node connecting the departing member, the agent then propagates 

upstream dong the reverse-path back towards the SM. It will deallocate the appropriate 

resources and update the multicast routing table from each of the nodes it traverses (see 

Figure 4.2). This is the reverse of the resource reservation operation which has the agent 

propagating downstream dong the path from the source to the leaf node. 

This approach has less signaling overhead and is faster than having the SM 

reclaiming resources from each on-path node on an one-by-one basis. Also. by 

reclaiming resources in a 'backwards' order fashion towards the source. we avoid the 

danger of pruning a branch too prematurely, i.e. removing a branch entry from an 

upstream node's routing table before having the chance to reclaim the resources from its 

downstream nodes. 



Source-route to end of psith 

Figure 4.2: Resource reclaiming process 



4.2 Multicast Operations 

The Multicast operations !isted in Table 4.1 are application-level operations that the hosts 

c m  invoke to control the creation, adding and removal of mernbers, and termination of 

QoS-sensitive multicast applications. Note that aithough the current MRMA version 

supports the multicast protocol defined in NMMP, the general MRMA architecture cm 

be readily customized to support other similar protocols such as QoSMIC. 

In this section, we descnbe each Multicast operation and the associated finite-state- 

machine. Without lost of generality, we consider the scenario where we have a MRMA- 

managed domain that contains a source, called Srcl, and sevenl candidate receivers, 

called Ri, for illustrating each procedure (see Figure 4.3). The figure does not explicitly 

show the links between each router, but we assume that they are in fact connected by 

some graph. Moreover, since most of the Multicast opentions include some of the 

Kemel operations as sub-steps, and the Kemel opentions have already been presented in 

4.1, we focus primarily on the multicûst aspects of each operation in this section. 

1 a ~ W + E A J  

Figure 4.3 : An MRMA-managed domain 



4.2.1 Create New Multicast Session 

Before a source can begin multicasting information over a MRMA managed network, it 

must first initialize a new multicast session with the MRMA and prepare it to accept new 

receivers. The session creation process mainly involve creating a new session manager 

that is responsible for registering the session with the domain manager and managing 

session-level operations. With reference to Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, let us consider the 

scenario where the source, Src 1, creates a multicast session, called MS 1. The procedure 

for creating the new multicast session is as follows: 

1. Create a new session manager 

The first step in creating a multicast session is to initialize a new session manager to 

manage the operation of the multicast me. Srcl calls spawnSM(session name) to 

spawn a new session manager entity, SMI, which will reside at the sarne location as 

the source. 

Next, the source configures the session manager with the configuration settings 

and QoS properties that it desires the new multicast session to opente with. The QoS 

properties are determined by the application that the source is multicasting. Srcl 

sends a setSessionParams(settings) message to SM1 to set configurations such as the 

minimum, average and peak source transmission rate, maximum tolerable delay, 

maximum number of members allowed, whether it is a inter-domain or intra-domain 

session , session duntion, and etc. Some parameters are used by the SM1 to make 

admission control decisions (i.e., maximum number of members allowed), while 

others are recorded in the Session Directory (i.e., whether it is a inter-domain or intn- 

domain session, session duration, session narne, etc.) 

2. Register the multicast session with DM 

Before the new session can be operational, it must be admitted and registered by the 

domain manager. Session admission control is conducted by DM to ensure that 

MS 1's session properties comply with domain policies. For instance, DM should not 

admit sessions whose average transmission rate is p a t e r  than the transmission 

capacity of the links in the domain. SM1 sends the negotiateSessionParams(session 



name, session QoS parameters) message to both announce its presence and to 

negotiate desired session QoS parameters with DM. DM will verify if the QoS 

panmeters comply with domain policies. Should the parameters violate any domain 

policies, DM will reject the request and indicate to SM1 which QoS panmeters 

failed. SM1 cm then modify the desired QoS parameters and renegotiate or just give 

up and inform Src 1. 

If the session is admitted. DM then invokes its Address Manager to assign an 

unique multicast IP address to MSl. Next, the multicast address. session narne, IP 

address and port number of SM1. and other session properties are passed to DM'S 

Directory Manager for storage in the Session Directory database so that MS 1's 

presence cm be made available to the entire network. The session announcement 

procedure is described in 4.1. However, if no unique multicast address is available, 

DM rejects the request and SM1 cm try again to register the session at a later time. 

3. Download Domain Topology image €rom DM 

Many of SMl's management decisions depend on knowledge of the domain 

topology. As such, after successfully registering the session with DM, SM1 

downloads the entire Domain Topology image from DM with the 

getDomainTopo(AU) cornrnand. Again, this step is described in detail in 4.1. 

4. Session is now operational 

Srcl will not begin multicasting data until there are receivers in the group. SM1 cm 

either passively wait for new receivers to join or actively invite receivers, that are 

specified by the source, to join. 



Figure 4.4 : Create new mulhcast session 

4.2.2 Add New Member: Receiver-initiated Join 

Receivers that are interested in receiving data from a multicast application must first join 

the multicast group. For the receiver-initiated join operation, the multicast source has no 

knowledge of the new receiver. Instead, the new receiver has to explicitly notify the 

source, or in an MRMA-rnanaged domain, the session manager. With reference to Figure 

4.5, let us consider the scenario where the multicast session, MS 1, is now operational and 

it already has two members R1 and R2. The steps for the new receiver, R3 to join the 

MS I session is as folIows: 

Retrieve session information from the Session Directory 

In most cases R3 would already know the name of the rnulticast session that it wants 

to join but not the associated multicast address that it needs to bind on. It would also 

not know the address of the session manager, SMI, that is to process its join request. 

To obtain such information, R3 queries DM with the getDirectory(session name) 

command. DM'S Directory Manager will return the properties associated with the 

session specified by the argument session name. 

Add the new member to the multicast tree 

Once R3 obtains the contact information for the session manager, it sends a 

join(receiver QoS parameters) message to the SM1 to announce its interest in joining 



the multicast group. The join cornmand contains parimeters that specify the QoS 

level at which R3 desires to receive data. Upon receiving the join request, the SM1 

performs connection admission control (CAC) on the request. CAC is a key step in 

adding R3 to the multicast tree. and is carried out by SMl's Admission Module. 

SM1 first venfies whether R3's desired QoS parameters violate any session policies 

such as whether the maximum number of group mernbers has already been reached. 

or if the maximum processing rate of R3  is less then the minimum tolenble 

transmission rate of the multicast application. If any session policies are violated, 

SM1 will reject the join request and indicate the reason(s) for failure. 

Next, SM1 needs to select a feasible route that will connect R3 to the existing 

multicast tree, and which satisfies the QoS constraints defined by the QoS parameten 

set by R3. For multicast route selection, SM1 invokes the services of the Multicast 

Route Manager and pass, as input, the local tree topology and domain topology 

information and the set of QoS constraints. If a feasible route is found. the Multicast 

Route Manager will retum the Path (Srcl, R3) and the arnount of resources that needs 

to be reserved on each on-path node. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.21. As 

mentioned in 4.1, the Domain Topology image is rnaintained centrally at the DM and 

so SM1 must update its local copy if it has expired. as indicated by the 

D~rnain~Topology-Tirner. 

Once a feasible path is found the final CAC step is to actually setup the path by 

reserving the required resources from the on-path nodes and updating their multicast 

routing tables to include the new member. SMl's Resource Module is responsible for 

negotiation resource reservations with the nodes' element agents. Resource 

reservation is a Kernel Operation and is described in detail in 4.1. However, since 

network conditions constantly change it is very probable that even though a feasible 

route is found by the Multicast Route Manager, the resource reservation operation cm 

still fail. The algorithm for setting up the path is as follows: 



while( reservation operation fided due to change in network condition and maximum 
number of rittempts h a  not been exceeded) 

- update the local topology images on the new conditions 
- te-calculate a feasible path based on the new conditions 
- attempt path resource reservation again 
- increment attemptscounter 

If the maximum number of reservation attempts is exceeded, SM1 rejects the join 

request. othenvise R3 have successfully joined the multicast group and can begin 

receiving multicast data. The maximum nurnber of reservation attempts is configurable. 

3. Update DM of the new changes 

If path resource reservation succeeds, SM1 must irnmediately update the new changes 

in the domain topology to DM to reflect the resources reserved from the on-path 

nodes. The updates are trapped to DM in the topoUpdate(information on nodal state 

changes) message. SM1 also updates the Tree Topology image and the local copy of 

the Domain Topology image. 

Figure 4.5 : Add new member receiuer-ii9tiiited join 

4.2.3 Add New Member: Source-initiated Join 

The MRMA suppoas two types of multicast join methods. One type is explicit-join or 

receiver-initiated, where the receiver must first explicitly express interest in joining the 



multicast group. Another type is source-initiated, where the source initiates invitations to 

specific receivers to join the group. Source-initiated join is the opention for explicitly 

inviting new members to join. Other then for multicast-with-QoS, MRMA also deploys 

the same operation for implementing QoS unicast connections, whereby the source would 

only invite one receiver to join the group. With reference to Figure 4.6, let us consider 

the scenario where the multicast session, MS1, is operational and it already has three 

memben R1. R2 and R3. The steps for inviting a new receiver, R4 to join the session is 

as follows: 

1. Invite new mernber to join 

SM1 sends a srcJoin(session properties) command to R4 to invik it to join the 

session MS 1. The session properties contained in srcJoin( ) are essentially the sarne 

information that a new receiver that wants to conduct a receiver-initiated join 

operation would query from the Session Directory. It includes such items as session 

name, multicast IP address, IP address of session manager, and other session-speci fic 

QoS parameters. 

2. join the multicast session 

Having received the invitation and if it is interested in joining the session, R4 will 

initiate a receiver-initiated join operation to complete the join process. Refer to the 

description for the 'Receiver-initiateci join' opention for details. Note that the 

'Source-initiated join' operation is essentially the same as the 'Receiver-initiated 

join' operation except R4 do not need to query the Session Directory for information 

on MS1. 



4.2.4 Remove Member 

This operation removes a member from the rnulticast session. The removal process 

involves deallocating from the domain al1 the resources that were reserved for delivering 

data to that member and removing its presence from the multicast routing tables. The 

two actions ultimately result in pnining the tree branch that connects the departing 

member to the multicast tree. With reference to Figure 4.7, let us consider the scenario 

where the multicast session, MS 1, is operational and it already has four memben RI, R2, 

R3, and R4. The steps for removing R3 from MS 1 is as follows: 

1. Declare desire to leave multicast session 

To leave the multicast session, R3 needs to notify SM1 with the leme( ) cornmand. 

2. Remove member from the multicast tree 

ïhe  first step SM1 takes upon receiving the leave( ) command is to identify the 

affected Path(Src1, R3). The path includes the tree branch that is to be pruned. 

Given the identity of the R3, SM1 c m  derive the path location from the Tree 

Topology database. 

Next, SM1 invokes the Resource Module to execute the Resource Reclaiming 

Operation (described in detail in 4.1) for Path(Src1, R3). The operation will 



deailocate from each on-path node all the resources that were resewed for delivering 

data to R3 and remove entries referencing R3 from the multicast routing table. 

Completion of the operation results in removal of al1 association between the session 

MS L and R3. 

4. Update DM of the new changes 

Once the resource reclairning operation is complete, SM1 immediately updates 

the new changes in the domain topology to DM to reflect the resources reclaimed 

from the on-path nodes. The updates are tnpped to DM in the 

topoUpdnte(inforntation of nodes with state changes) command. S M 1  also updates 

the Tree Topology image and the local copy of the Domain Topology image. 

Figure 4.7: Remove mernber. 

4.2.5 Terminate MuIticast Session 

This operation is invoked to terminate the multicast session. Session 

involves removing al1 the members from the group, deallocating from the network al1 the 

resources that were reserved for the multicast session, removing the entry for the session 

from al1 the multicast tables, un-registering the session from the Session Directory, and 

killing the session manager process. With reference to Figure 4.8, let us consider the 

scenarîo for terminating the multicast session, MS 1, which now has three members RI, 

R2, and R4. The termination procedure executes as follows: 



Initiate termination procedure 

Termination of a multicast session can be initiated either by the domain manager or 

the multicast source. The operation is triggered by sending an endsession( ) 

command to the associated session manager, SMl. 

Close the session to new members 

Once the termination process commences the multicast session will not admit any 

new members. As such, SM1 transmits the freezeSession( ) command to DM 

instmcting the Session Directory to mark the session as CLOSED. The CLOSED 

state 'freezes' the session such that no other receivers will attempt to join it. 

Tear down the multicast tree 

SM1 invokes its Resource Module to tear down the multicast tree and remove ail the 

members. The Resource Module will execute a slightly modified version of the 

Resource Reclaiming Operation over the entire tree topoiogy. With reference to 41.9 

and 4.2.4 where we described the procedure for removing a single rnember. the 

procedure for removing dl the mernbers requires multicasting a 'reclaim' a mobile 

agent throughout the entire tree rather than just dong a single path. Of course, the 

mobile agent duplicates itself at each tree branching point. Once the agents reaches 

the leaves of the tree, they will 'bounce' back and traverse upstrem towards the 

source. deallocating resources from each node dong the way. In effect, the tree is 

dismantled in a bottom-up order. When cornplete the operation will have deallocated 

from the on-tree nodes a11 the resources that were reserved for the multicast session, 

and have removed the entry for MS1 from their multicast tables. Next, SM1 

irnrnediately informs DM of the reclaimed resources via the topoUpdate(infonnation 

of nodes with state changes) trap message. 

Unregister €rom the Session Directory 

Once the multicast tree is tom down the session no longer exists, and so SM1 

instructs DM to remove the MS1 entry from the Session Directory with the 

tînregisterSession(session name) command. Lastly, the SM1 process removes itself 

from the source cornouter. 



I Figure 4.8 : Tenrmiate multic ast session 



4.3 NMMP Command Set 

In this section we list the NMMP command set that irnplements the inter-entity signaling 

aspect of the Multicast and Kernel operations. The Multicast and Kemel operations are 

defined in 4.2. 

Command ' E s v e n t  ( ) 
Arguments event -incikates the eventkondition that triggered the 

sending of the t r a ~  reDort. 
Source + Destination EA + DM, EA + SM 
Function Reports the occurrence of some special event or network 

condition, 
- - -  - 

Once an event is  triggered, \he EA's Monitor Agent first 
determines the cause of the event and then it immediately 
notifies the manager. EA may send the trap message to either 
the DM or SM, depending on the nature of the event. Upon 

1 1 receiving the trap message, the SMDM passes the contents to 
the Topology Controller for updating the topology database. 

1 

Reply 1 None 

Arguments 
Source + Destination 
Function 
Description 

Reply 

None 1 
DM + SMT Host (multicast source) + SM 
Initiates termination of the multicast session. 
Termination of the session cm be initiated by either the 
domain manger or multicast source. The cornmand triggers 
the SM to tear down the multicast meT deallocate al1 the 
reserved resources, and unregister from the DM'S Session 
Directory database. 

I 
TRUE - indicates ~rocess is cornolete. 1 

Function Insmicts the DM'S Directory Manager to mark the session as 

Description SM issues the cornmand to prevent new members from trying 
to join the session while the multicast tree is king tom down 

Command 
Arguments 
Source -. Destination 

freezeSession( ) 
None 1 
SM + DM 



Reply 1 None 1 
1 

1 Command 

dunng the session termination operation. Upon receiving the 
command, the DM sets the session in the 'frozen' state in its 
Session Directory database. 

Source + Destination i 

[ Reply 

manager 1 - indicates who is requesting state information 
p l [  intend 1 - the duration before the next automatic poll 

1 response is tnggered 
DM+ EA, SM+ EA 
Explici tl y poll the EA for state information. 
The comrnand is issued by the DM and SMs to periodically 
poll the network nodes for topology information. The EA 
retums to the requestor surnmarized reports that have been 
filtered by filters in the Filter Table. DiFferent filters are 
applied depending on the manager. The EA also sets a local 
timer with a value of poll  interval. Expiry of the timer will 
tngger the EA to automatically genente another status report 
to the manager. 

Surnmarized topology information. 

Command 
Arguments 

Source + Destination 
Function 1 Retrieve hi&-level session information for a ~articular session. 

g;etl)irectory( ) 

L I  L 

The comrnand is issued by receivers or peer DMs to retrieve 
information on active sessions in the domain. The DM invokes 
the Directory Manager to retrieve properties pertaining to the 
session session nome. 

sessionname 

Session properùes. FALSE, if session- name does not exist in 
the domain. 

-Specifies the multicast session to retrieve 
properties for. 

Arguments r--- 

Host (receivers) + DM, DM + DM 

getDomainTopo ( ) 
m e  

~revious~rtpdate 

- ALL indicates the entire topology image. 
PARTIAL indicates only changes that 
occurred after a certain time. 
- Smcifies the time at which the SM'S local 



Source + Destination 
1 copy of the image was last updated. 

SM -, DM 
Function 1 Retrieves domain topology information from the DM. 
Description The command is issued by the SM to retrieve the latest 

changes in the Domain Topology image from the DM. If 
y p e = A U ,  the DM'S Topology Controller returns the entire 
image. If type=PARTIAL, the Topology Controller returns 
only changes that were monitored afier the time 
previous-upïiate. 

Reply 1 Entries from the Domain Topology database. 

1 1 domain to update its Session Directory database. 1 

Command 
Arguments 
Source + Destination 
Function 
Descnp tion 

getSMStats( ) 
None 1 
DM + SM 
Explicitly poll the SM for high-level session information. 
The DM issues the comrnand to periodically poll al1 SMs in the 

1 Command 

Reply 

1 Arguments 

High-level session information 

join( ) 
QoSjarams 1 - indicates the QoS level at which the new 

mernber would like to receive multicast / data. 
1 Source + Destination 1 Host (receiven) + SM 

Function 

Description 

~ndicates to the SM the new member's desire to join the 
multicast session. 
The command triggen the SM to execute the operation for 
adding a new member to the gmup. Admission control mainly 
consist of finding and grafting a new branch to the existing 
tree. The new branch must satisfy the constraints defined by 

I 

' QoSgarams. 

R ~ P ~ Y  -TRIE if new member is successfully added to the p u p .  
-FALSE if join attempt failed; it will indicate cause of failure. 

Command 
Arguments 
Source + Destination 

Ieave( ) 
None 1 
Host (receivers) + SM 



Function 1 Indicates to the SM the member's desire to leave the multicast 
- - - 

The cornmand triggers the SM to execute the operation for 
removing a member from the group. The operation mainly 
consist of pmning the branch that connects the member and 
reclairning the associated network resources. 

Command 1 loadModule( ) 1 

R ~ P ~ Y  

Arguments 1 target-agent 1-Specifieswhichagenttoreprognm 1 

-T'RUE if rnember is successfully removed from the group. 
-FALSE if leave attempt failed; it will indicate cause of failure. 

Source + Destination 
Function 
Description 

codemodule 1 - The object code. 
DM + EA 
Allows the DM to repro.gram specific agents in the EA. 
Object code is downloaded to the EA's Download Agent, 

1 w hich then dynamically replaces the target-agent's current 1 
code with the new code. 

R ~ P ~ Y  1 - TRUE if object code is successfully downloaded, else 1 
1 FALSE. 

Command 
Arguments 

Source + Destination 
Function 
Description 

sessionname 
QoSjarams 

- name of the new multicast session 
- QoS settings at which the source would 
like to multicast data i.e 
maximum/minimum source transmission 
rate. The settings are specified by the 
source when it spawned the SM process. 

Register a new multicast session with the DM. 
The SM issues the cornmand to request admission from the 
DM. To admit the session, the DM first verifies whether the 
QoS-pms  violate any domain policies. Next, it tries to 
obtain an unique multicast address from the Address Manager. 
Finally, it registers the session with the Directory Manager. 

- TRUE if session is successfully registered 
- FALSE if any of the admission steps fail; it will indicate 
cause of failure. 



1 Command 
Arguments 

Description 

1 Reply 

Command 
Arguments 

1 Source + Destination 

putMonitorSpec( ) 
manager 1 -specifies which DM or SM is setting the filters 

-specifies the exact statistics that the manager is 
interested in monitoring: 

. . 

DM + EA. SM + EA 1 
Sets filters in the EA's Filter Table that specifies the exact 1 
statistics that the manager is interested in monitoring. 
The DM and SMs issue the command to specify the type of 
node and link state, and performance information that its 
topology databases are tracking. The E4 stores the fiben in 
its Filter Table. 

TRUE if filters is successfullv received. else FALSE. 1 

rnulticast- address 
path 

- Specifies the target multicast flow 
- A source-route identi fying al1 affected 
nodes, 
- Specifies the arnount and type of 
network resources to reclaim from each 
on-path node. ALL refen to al1 
resources associated with 
multicast address. 

Free reserved resources from dl nodes on path. 
The cornrnand cm be viewed as a mobile agent that the SM 
inserts into its rnulticast tree to release resources that are no 
longer required. The agent traverses dong the portion of the 
tree specified by path. For each node it traverses, it deallocates 
the resources that were reserved for mzdticast-address. Each 
node that receives the agent will then forward it to the next 
node specified by the path. 

- TRUE if resources from al1 on-path nodes were successfully 
reclaimed, 
- FALSE if the operation failed; it will indicate where dong 
the oath it failed and the cause of failure. 

LOS 

Command 
Arguments 

reseweResources( ) 
multicast- address 
path 

resou rces 

- Specifies the target multicast flow . 
- A source-route identifying al1 affected 
nodes. 
- Specifies the amount and type of 



Source -+ Destination 
Function 
Description 

network resources to resewe on each on- 
path node. 

SM + EA 
Resewe resources from al1 nodes on path. 
The cornmand can be viewed as a mobile agent that the SM 
inserts into its multicast tree to reserve resources for a new 
path or connection. The agent traverses dong the portion of 
the tree specified by path. For each node it traverses. it 
reserves the resources and associates it with traffic from 
mulficasf-uddress. Each node that receives the agent will then 
forward it to the next node specified by the path until it reaches 
the end of the path. 

- TRUE if resources from dl on-path nodes were successfully 
reserved. 
- FALSE if the operation failed; it will indicate where along 
the ~ a t h  it failed and the cause of failure. 

Command 
Arguments 

Source -t Destination 1 Host (source) + SM 1 

setSessionParams( ) 
settings 

1 

I 

1 The SM stores the settings and negotiates some of the QoS- 1 

- Configuration settings including session 
policies and QoS metrics at which the 
source would like to multicast data i.e 
maximudminimurn source transmission 
rate. 

Func tion 
Description 

1 related settings with the DM during the registration process. I 

Configure the multicast session with specific settings. 
The command is issued by the source to configure the session. 

Command 
Arguments 
Source -t Destination 
Function 

&mip tion 

spawnSM( ) 
sessionname 1 - the name of the new multicast session 
Host (source) 
Spawns a new SM process to manage the new multicast 
session. 
To create a new multicast session, the rnulticast source first 
spawns a new session manager process to complete the 
creation process and manage the session. The new session will 
have the name session-name. 



Command 
Arguments 

Source + Destination 
Function 
Description 

Reply 

Source + Destination 
Function 
Description 

1 Reply 

Invite a host to join the multicast group. 

- . - 

The command is issued by the SM to explicitly invite a host to 
join the group. It is part of the source-initiated join operation. 
Upon receiving the invitation, the host will evaluate the session 
properties. If interested in joining, the host sends a juin( ) 
command to the SM. The address for the SM is contained in 
the propenies, and so the host do not need to query the Session 
Directory for such information. Othenvise, the host can just 
ignore the invitation. 

properîies 

The juin( ) command if host is interested in joining. 

- the same high-level session properties 
that are available in the Session Directory 
database 

SM + host (new member) 

1 affected location and a description of the 

topoUpdate( ) 

1 changes. 
SM + DM 

rîpdates 

Infom the DM of changes in the network topology. 
The resource reservation and resource reclaiming operations 

- Changes in the network topology i.e. node 
and link state changes. Specifies the 

executed by the SM modifies the node and link state (Le 
bandwidth availability) of affected nodes. The SM issues this 
command to update the DM immediately of the changes. The 
updates are passed to the DM's Topology Controller for 
updating the database. 

1 Source + Destination 1 SM + DM 1 

Cornrnand 
Arguments 

1 Function 1 Removes the entry for session-name from the DM'S Session 1 

unRegisterSession( ) 

terminating a multicast session. The DM's Directory Manager 
removes the entry for session-name from the DM'S Session 

session-name 

Descrip tion 

- identifies which multicast session to 
unregjster 

Directory. 
The command is issued by the SM as part of the procedure for 



Directory database. 

1 Reolv 
I 

1 -TRUE if session is successfullv unreastered. else FALSE. 1 

1 Arguments 1 updates 1 - changes in the unicast routing table 1 

! the latest chanees. 

Source + Destination 
Function 

If the unicast routing tables are calculated centrally at the DM, 
the DM issues the command to periodicaily update al1 the 

DM + EA 
Updates the EA's local copy of the unicast routing table with 

nodes of changes in the table. The EA inserts the updates in its 
Routing Table. 



4.4 Inter-domain Multicast 

The MRMA architecture is designed to be able to scale to also support multicast sessions 

at the inter-domain level. Inter-domain multicast sessions operate over multiple 

domains. In this section we first present the architecture for a MRMA-managed inter- 

domain multicast session, and then we present the opention procedure. However, as 

rnentioned in our Context Modci in 32 .1 ,  the sçopc: of this thesis is Fwused on 

development of the intra-domain multicast operation aspect of the MRMA, and so for the 

inter-domain aspect we will only provide a high-level specification which cm serve as a 

basis for further research. 

4.4.1 Inter-domain Multicast Architecture 

An inter-domain multicast group has members scattered in multiple domains, and so the 

multicast tnffic are delivered over a multicast tree that spans multiple domains. 

Provisioning inter-domain multicast mainly involve managing the construction and 

maintenance of this inter-domain multicast tree. Without loss of generality, Figure 4.9 

illustrates the architecture of a MEMA-managed inter-domain multicast tree through an 

example topology. The example depicts a single multicast session, which we cal1 MS 1, 

which has five members scattered in several domains and a single source. MS 1 transmits 

over a multicast tree that is rooted at the source and spans four domains. In the figure, 

the SMs and DMs have an index number to indicate which dornain they reside in. 



BR BolderRanter --- Inter-domain coxmection 
SM Session Manager - Backborac chamci 
DM DomaPrMaugel @ Rauter + EA 
Rx Receiver 
SRC MdticartSaipce 

Figure 4.9 : An example of a MRMA-managed inter-domain multicast tree. 

We apply a hierarchical approach to managing the entire tree that leverages on the 

techniques we proposed for provisioning intn-domain multicast. We extend the notion 

of having a single session manager (SM) manage each intra-domain multicast session to 

having a collection of SMs manage each inter-domain multicast session. The approach 

divides the entire tree into logicai segments, each segment k i n g  a single domain. There 

is a session manager in each domain spawned for managing the local segment of the MS 1 

tree. Note that each domain can have multiple inter-domain multicast trees traversing it 

and so each tree wiH have its own local SM. AIso note that aside from the SM in the root 

segment (i.e., the domain containing the multicast source), which resides on the source 

cornputer, the SMs for dl other segments reside on the Border m out ers" (BR) of the 

corresponding domains. To the tree segment in the domain, the BR cm be logically 

viewed as the multicast source since that is where the rnulticast traffic enters the domain. 

BRs are usually high-capacity servers and so they should be capable of handling the 

processing requirements of the session managers. Each domain has one domain manager 

(DM) for servicing both intra-domain and inter-domain multicast operations. The DM is 

4 Border Router - Specid router that connects one domain to another. It usudly has much greater 
processing capacity than nom1 routers. 



responsible mainly for monitoring the local domain topology and disseminating 

surnmarized topology and multicast session reachability information to peer DMs in 

neighbonng domains. 

Since there is a collection of SMs associated with each tree, there is no single 

dedicated SM that receiven must contact for executing join or leave opentions. More 

specifically, a receiver will forward al1 MS 1-related requests to the local MS 1 SM, if one 

exists. Otherwise if the MS 1 tree do not already span the particular domain which the 

receivers reside in, they must forward their MSL-related request to the MSl SM in the 

'closest' spanned domain. The term 'closest' is application specific, and c m  refer to a 

number of QoS metrics such as shortest propagation delay, least cost, etc. Each SM 

manages d l  tree construction and multicast routing operations that occur within its local 

domain. For instance: gnfting a new tree branch for connecting a new member that 

resides in the sarne domain or setting up a 'bypass' route for connecting a new member 

that resides in another domain. The SMs in the BRs have the same architecture as 

described in 3.3.2. In particular, each SM possesses two topology databases which 

provides dl the necessary state information needed for making tree construction and 

multicast routing decisions: Tree Topology image and Domain Topology image. 

The multicast route selection scheme for inter-domain trees is more involved than for 

the intra-domain mes. In the intra-domain case, the SM has full knowledge of the 

network topology from the receiven to the source and so it can easily make optimal. 

QoS-sensitve route selections. However, in the inter-domain case, a branch connecting a 

member to the existing tree generally span several domains. For optimal route decisions, 

the SMs should have full knowledge of the topologies in other domains, but from a 

scaling perspective it is not feasible for the MRMA architecture or any other routing 

protocol to make such an assumption. As such, we implement a hierarchical routing 

scheme that is based on the fact that in the MRMA architecture each SM has full 

knowledge of the topology in its own domain. The scheme constnicts an inter-domain 

route/tree-branch as a concatenation of optimaily-chosen QoS-sensitive intra-domain 

segments that are joined by Border Router connections (see Fig 4.10). Each intra-domain 

segment represents a section of the route that lies within a singie domain and is chosen 

independently by each local SM according to the NMMP protocol described in Chapter 4. 



The Border Router connections, on the other hand, are determined by an exterior routing 

protocol such as Multiprotocol Extension to BGP4 (MBGP) [32]. MBGP supports inter- 

domain routing by reliably exchanging network reachability information among the 

domains. 

Cloud Cloud 

SRC Muàticast Souice 
BR Border Rautu 
RX Rec* 
- - - BR-ta-BR connection 

Figure 4.10: Composition of an inter-domain tree branch. 

Key Design Issues 

The segmentation of the inter-domain multicast tree into multiple domain-oriented 

segments that are independently managed by its own session manager offers severai 

advantages. Fintly, although our hierarchical routing solution cannot generate optimal 

inter-domain routes since there is no single management entity that has full knowledge of 

the entire network, it does offer end-to-end QoS-sensitive routing. Certain end-to-end 

QoS consinints such as requiring a minimum transmission bandwidth dong the entire 

routehe-branch cm be satisfied by ensuring each of the intra-domain segments and 

Border Router connections individually meet the requirements. Moreover, the solution 

scales well. The complexity of constructing an inter-domain route that spans N domains 

is N*O(complexity of constmcting a intra-domain segment + complexity of constnicting 

a Border Router connection). That is, the complexity grows linearly with the number of 

affected domains. The load of setting up the entire route (Le., topology selection and 

resource reservation) is also distributed evenly across al1 the affected domains. 

Secondly, since each segment is independently constmcted the SMs in different domains 

may implement different route selection algorithms. This added flexibility is important 

in that Intemet domains are independently administered and so each domain may deploy 

any routing dgorithms or QoS policies they see fit. Finally, since there is collection of 



SMs that can al1 handle member requests distributed throughout the tree, the architecture 

offers lower response latency as compared to a centralized architecture that only features 

a single dedicated request manager. 

However, there are certain performance disdvantages with requiring multiple SMs to 

manage a single inter-domain session. One problem is that each domain will have to 

spawn SMs for each multicast tree it belongs to, regardiess of whether there are local 

members or not. For multicast trees that have no local members. the added processing 

load that its SM creates for the domain may be relaùvely light since the its uaffic will 

most likely just pass through the domain via pre-configured BR-to-BR backbones. 

Domains generally have pre-configured high capacity channels that connect al1 the BRs 

in the domain. 

4.4.2 Interilornain Multicast Operation 

Having presented the architecture for managing inter-domain multicast trees in the 

previous section, we now dernonstrate its key operations by describing how the multicast 

function, joining a multicost session, c m  be implemented. For the inter-domai n case, 

joining a multicast session (or adding a new member) is comprise of two main steps: i) 

locating the appropriate session manager to handle the join request, and ii) constructing 

the branch that connects the new member to the existing tree. Moreover, the join 

function has three topological scenarios that are applicable in the inter-domain case. We 

will describe how al1 three scenarios are irnplemented through several examples based on 

the network topology illustrated in Figure 4.9. The figure depicts a multicast session. 

called MSI, that already has five rnembers, R1 ... R5. Its multicast tree is rooted in 

Domain-l and spans three other domains. Domain-2 is only a transitional domain, that 

is, it has no members within the domain. In the following exarnples, we describe how the 

MS 1 tree can be constructed, 

Case 1: The existing multicast tree spans only one domain. 



This is the scenario where the multicast source and d l  the current members reside in 

the same dornain, that is, the multicast tree spans only one domain - the root domain. 

With reference to Figure 4.9. let us describe how to add R4 to the group assuming R3 and 

R5 have not yet joined the group and the MS 1 tree only exists in Domain- 1. 

The fint step is for R4 to locate the most appropnate MS1 session manager for 

handling its join request. Again, the term 'most appropriate' is application specific, but 

here we have chosen it to refer to the MS 1 session manazer from the spanned domain that 

is closest to R4. This step executes as follows: 

R4 queries the local domain manager, DM3, for information on MS 1 and the closest 

MS1 session manager. However, since the MS 1 tree do not span Domain-3, DM3's 

Session Directory database has no knowledge of the session. DM3 then needs to 

query its peer DMs in neighboring domains for such infornation. If the neighbm 

DMs do not have such information then DM3 must query more distant DMs. This 

expanding rings search technique is similar to the searc h technique proposed in 

QoSMIC and YAM. In our topoiogy, DM3 first quenes DM2, and then it quenes 

DM1 and DM4. Since SM1.l resides in Domain-1, DM1 fowards the Session 

Directory information for MSI back to DM3, which fonvards it to R4. The 

information includes the P address for SMI. 1. Having located SMI. 1, R4 unicasts a 

join request directly to the SM 1.1. 

Upon receiving the join request from R4 and assuming its desired QoS parameters do 

not conflict with session policies, SM1.l proceeds to gtaft a new branch for spanning 

R4. 

0 SM1.1 knows from its Domain Topology database that R4 is non-local, but it does 

not have knowledge of the full path that the new inter-domain tree branch is to 

traverse. As such, the architecture implements hierarchical routing to identify and 

constnict the complete branch. First, SMl.1 source routes a 'reserve' mobile agent 

that will constmct the portion of the branch that lies within Domain-1. The mobile 

agent basically reserves resources from the network nodes it visits. The opention of 

the mobile agent is described in detail in 4.1.8. The mobile agent carries the path 

information Path(NïRA-DOMAIN- 1-ROUTE, R4). INTRA-DOMAIN- 1-ROUTE 



represents a route within Domain-1. The route begins at sorne point on the existing 

multicast tree and terminates at a Border Router (BR) that connects to another 

dornain. Although dornains genenlly have multiple BRs leading to different 

dornains, the DMs continuously share summarized topology information with each 

other and so SML. 1 should have sufficient knowledge to determine which BR is most 

optimum for connecting to R4. For the topology shown in Figure 4.9, the mobile 

agent would be routed out of the Domain-1 and into Domain-2 via BR-1. BR-1 then 

forwards it to BR-2A. 

Upon receiving the mobile agent from Domain-1. BR-2A will spawn a new session 

manager process, SM1.2, for managing MS 1 opentions within Domain-2 since one 

does not already exist. SM12 then takes over the responsibility of constructing the 

next section of the inter-domain branch. The argument R4 carried by the previous 

mobile agent informs SM12 that the bnnch termination point is non-local. but 

resides in Domain-3. S M 1 2  creaies another mobile agent with the path 

Path(INTRA-DOMAXN-2-ROUTE, R4). The new mobile agent constructs a route 

that starts at BR-3A and terminates at BR-2C. The route will most likely run dong a 

preton figured high-capaci ty backbone channel connecting the two BRs. BR-2C then 

forwards the mobile agent to BR-3. SM12 also registen itself as a new multicast 

session with the local dornain manager, DM2. 

Sirnilarly, at BR-3 a new session manager, SM1.3, is spawned to manage the 

construction of the final section of the tree branch. SM1.3 realizes that R4 is local 

and so it issues another mobile agent to consûuct a route connecting RJ. Once 

complete, R4 has successfully joined the multicast tree from Domain-1. SM1.3 also 

registers itself as a new multicast session with the local domain manager, DM3. 

Case 2: The existing multicast tree already spans the local domain. 

This is the scenario where the multicast tree already spans the domain that the new 

member resides in. With reference to Figure 4.9, let us describe how to add Et5 to the 

group assuming R3 have not yet joined the group. Also assume R4 aiready joined the 

group, as descnbed in the previous scenario. 



Again, the first step is for R5 to locate the most appropriate MS 1 session manager for 

handling its join request. This step executes as follows: 

R5 queries DM3 for information on MS 1. Since MS 1 already has a local presence, it 

is therefore already registered with DM3. As such, DM3 informs R5 of the local 

session manager, SM1.3. Having located SM1.3, R5 unicasts a join request directly to 

the session manager. 

Upon receiving the join request from R5 and assurning its desired QoS parameters do 

not conflict with session policies, SM1.3 proceeds to gnft a new branch for spanning 

R5. 

Since Our inter-domain multicast architecture specifies that a member's request 

should be processed by the session manager in the 'closest' spanned domain. SM1.3, 

rather then SM 1.1, will manage the overali task of grafting a new branch spanning 

R5. Knowing that R5 is local, SM1.3 simply implements the Xeceiver-initiated Join 

Operation described in 4.2.2 to add R 5  to the group. 

Case 3: The existing multicast tree spans multiple domains, but not the local 

domain. 

This is the scenario where the multicast tree does not span the domain that the new 

member resides; however the tree does span multiple other domains and so there are 

multiple session managers distributed throughout the tree that can handle the new 

member's requests. With reference to Figure 4.9, let us describe how to add R3 to the 

group. Assume R4 and R5 already joined the group, as described in the previous 

scenarios. 

Again, the fmt step is for R3 to locate the most appropnate MS 1 session manager f ~ r  

handling its join request. This step executes as follows: 

R3 queries the local domain manager, DM4, for information on MS 1 and the closest 

MS 1 session manager. However, since the MS1 tree do not span Domain-4, DM4's 

Session Directory database has no knowledge of the session. DM4 executes the 

expandine rings search to query other DMs for the location of the 'closest' MS1 



session manager. Assuming in our topology the search retums Domain-2 as the 

'closest' spanned domain, R4 would then unicast a join request directly to the session 

manager SM1 2. 

Upon receiving the join request from R3 and assuming its desired QoS parameters do 

not confiict with session policies, SM1.2 proceeds to graft a new branch for spanning 

R3. 

SM12 knows from its Domain Topology database that R3 is non-local. but it does 

not have knowledge of the full path that the new inter-domain tree branch is to 

traverse. First, SM12 source routes a 'reserve' mobile agent that wil1 construct the 

portion of the branch that lies within Domain-2. The mobile agent carries the path 

information Path(INTFU-DOMAIN-2-ROUTE, R3). INTRA-DOMAIN-2-ROUTE 

represents a route within Domain-2. The route begins at sorne point on the Domain-2 

section of the existing multicast tree and terminates at BR-ZB, which connects to 

Domain-4. BR-2B then forwards it to BR-4. 

Upon receiving the mobile agent from Domain-2, BR-4 will spawn a new session 

manager process, SM1.4, for managing MS 1 operations within Domain-4 since one 

does not already exist. SM1.4 realizes that from the argument R3 that it is local and 

so it issues another mobile agent to construct a route connecting R3 to BR-4. Once 

complete, R3 has successfully joined the multicast tree from Domain-2. SM1 A also 

registen itself as a new multicast session with the local domain manager, DM4. 



Chapter 5 

5 Control Overhead Evaluation 

The control overhead of a management operation refers to the complexity of the 

procedure which, in tum, relate to the amount of signaiing traffic that is introduced into 

the network and the response time. For MRMA, the various Multicast opentions and 

the monitoring and distribution of domain topology state information introduce the 

majority of the control traffic into the network. In this section, we evaluate the control 

overhead efficiency of the MRMA architecture with analficd methods. We compare the 

MRMA with other rnulticast architectures and protocols such as YAM, QoSMIC, and 

MOSPF, where appropriate. 

Multicast Operations 

The analytical methods we use for approximating the control overhead for the various 

multicast operations are based on methods described in the QoSMIC literature. Table 

5.1 lists the anaiysis parameters and their symbols. 



Symbol Description 

The maximum TTL value of the Local Search 
The number of Candidates 
The average degree of a router 
The average degree of a domain Le. the average number of neighboring 
domains. 
The average radius of the expanding ring search (measured in number 
of domains hops) required to find a section of the existing multicast 
tree. 
The average nup distance between peer domain managers (measured in 
number of routers. 
The average hop distance from x to y 

Table 5.1: Analysis parameten and their syrnbols. 

The complexiîy ofjoining an intra-domain mulricast group. The complexity of 

joining an intm-domain multicast session according to MRMA's NMMP protocol is as 

follows (see Figure 5.1): 

Join = { search for multicast session information ) + { connect to multicast tree } 
= 2 Hop(DM, Kr) + 2 Hop(SM, Rr) 

The fint term refen to the overhead of querying the domain manager (DM) for 

information about the desired multicast session, including the IP address of the session's 

session manager (SM). The second term refers to the overhead of sending a join request 

to SM and grafting of the new tree branch by the 'reserve' mobile agent. We compare 

the complexity to the other QoS-sensitive multicast protocols QoSMIC and YAM. 



Figure 5.1: Complexity ofjoining a multicast group. 

For QoSMIC, the complexity is approximately [25]:  

Join(c) = ([Local Search] + [Multicast Tree Search]} + {connect to multicast tree} 

= w(w-I)'-* + ZHop(DNS, Rr) + cHop(MR, CR) + (c+ l)Hop(CR,Rx) 

In QoSMIC, the new member, Rx, must first contact 'c' Candidate Routers (CR) that are 

distributed on the multicast tree. Once contacted, the CRS each propose a different route 

for connecting Rx to the tree; Rx then chooses the best route md binds ont0 it. QoSMIC 

deploys a two stage process for locating the CRS. a Local Search and a Multicast Tree 

Search. The first terrn refers to the average complexity of searching for the CRS. The 

second term refers to the complexity of subscribing to one of the routes offered by the 

CRS. Note that the complexity of QoSMIC is dependent on 'c' and ' t ' ,  which are 

configurable parameters. Note also that MR is a manager that has a similar role to 

MRMA's session manger, and DNS is a directory that cxitains the location for MR. 

YAM operates in a similar fashion as QoSMIC, and its complexity is approximately 

Join( ) = {expanding ring search for Candidate Routers) + {connect to multicast tree} 
C '  

= ç w(w - 1)I -I  + (c + 1) Hop(CR, Rr) ,t'» t 
1 



YAM depends entirely on the ring search for locating candidate routes, and so it has to 

perform progressive expanding-ring searches to control the cornplexity. As shown in 

[25], YAM has an even higher cornplexity than QoSMIC. The overhead for connecting 

to the multicast tree is approximately the same for both QoSMIC and YAM; however the 

expanding ring search technique is quite costly and is much more complex then 

QoSMIC's composite Local Search and Multicast Tree Search techniques. 

In comparing QoSMIC and MRMA. we see that for 'c' > I it requires more overhead 

to join a group in QoSMIC then in MRMA. If we consider the extreme case of 'c'=l and 

' t '=l,  we see the overhead for connecting to the tree is approxirnately the same for both 

architectures. However, for searching out the session manager and Candidate Router. 

the ring search technique in QoSMIC is still more complex than directly querying the 

DM. For joining a group, MRMA has a lower control overhead. on average. then both 

QoSMIC and YAM. MRMA has the advantage of not requinng flooding or having to 

choose from multiple candidate routes since MRMA seiects multicast routes centrally. 

Compfexiîy of joining an inter-domain multicast group. The control overhead for 

joining an inter-domain group is inherently higher than for an intra-domain group. This 

is due mainly to the difficulty of locating the multicast tree within a much larger search 

space. Refer to 4.4 for a description of MRMA's inter-domain join operation. The 

approximate complexity of joining an inter-domain multicast session in MRMA is as 

follows: 

Join( ) = { [query local DM] + [query peer DMs using expanding ring search technique] ) 

+ (connect to multicst tree) 

As is in the intra-domain case, the inter-domain join operation involves a search phase 

and a branch-grafung phase. The first term is the amount of overhead it takes for the 

receiver, Rx, to query its locd DM for directory information on the desired multicast 

session. If the local DM does not have such information then it has to execute an 



expanding ring search to query peer DMs in other domains, as represented by the second 

tenn. The third term accounts for the overhead that it takes to transmit the directory 

information from the distant DM to the local DM. Finally, once the multicast tree is 

located the fourth term represents the overhead for constructing a branch from the tree to 

Rx. Unfortunately, we cannot compare the results to QoSMIC since its literature does 

not provide a similar analysis for the inter-domain scenario. 

Complexity of leaving a group. Leaving a multicast group simply involves sending 

a feave request to the session manager, which than injects a 'reclaim' mobile agent that 

prunes the affected branch. The complexity is: 

Cornplex* of terminating a group. The complexity is as follows: 

Endsession( ) = ITl+ ZHop(SM, DM) 

The major control overhead for terminating a multicast session cornes from multicasting 

a 'reclaim' mobile agent to de-allocate resources from ail on-tree nodes. The fint term 

represents the overhead of visiting each on-tree node and freeing reserved resources. As 

such, the complexity is dependent on ITl. the size of the me. The second term represents 

the overhead of unregistering the multicast session from the DM'S Session Directory. 

Monitoring and Distribution of Domain Topology Information 

MRMA implements a centralized monitoring rnechanism whereby al1 domain nodes 

report state information to the DM. Take for instance a domain with N nodes. The worst 

case scenario would be if, at the sarne time, each node has an alam or state change that 

needs to be reported to the DM. N nodes would generate N lepon messages. As the 

messages converge on the DM, links close to the DM would have to process at most N 

messages while links far from the DM would process much less than N messages. Thus 

the complexity is approxirnately O(N). MOSPF also makes management and routing 



decisions based on knowledge of the full domain topology. It, on the other hand, 

implements a distributed monitoring mechanism whereby each node has full knowledge 

of the entire domain topology. A l m s  or state changes are announced to al1 by flooding 

Link State Announcement ( U A )  messages throughout the domain. For the woot case 

scenario described above, each node would flood a LSA to (N-1) other nodes, resulting in 

approximately o(N') messages k ing  generated by the network. Furthemore. each link 

would have to process N messages. regardless of where it is located in the network. On 

average, MRMA requires the network to generate much less report messages and each 

link on average handles less traffic than MOSPF. Both architectures do not suffer from 

the convergence problem since both have know ledge of the full topology . 
In order to perform accunte multicast route selection decisions, the SM must 

intermittently refresh it's local copy of the Domain Topology image by downloading new 

changes from the DM. The amount of signaling tmff~c genented depends on the size of 

the topology information requested, and on the dynamics of the network state. High 

network dynamics requires frequent refreshing in order for each of the SMs to operate 

with up-to-date state information. However, high network dynamics, large topology 

images, and many SMs requesting updates may result in congestion at the DM. 

For MOSPF, no global state topology information distribution is required since al1 

routing decisions are processed locally and each node genentes its own domain topology 

image from LSAs. 



Chapter 6 

6 Summary 

Multicast-with-QoS is a resource-efficient transmission scheme for delivering multi- 

participant multimedia application traffic. In this thesis, we presented the Multicast 

Resource Management Architecture (MRMA) as a comprehensive solution for 

provisioning Multicast-with-QoS service over the IP platform. In particular, MRMA is 

responsible for rnanaging al1 opentions relating to the setup, maintenance, and 

termination of multicast-with-QoS sessions. This includes conducting admission control, 

QoS-sensitive multicast tree construction, and network resource management. In 

designing the MRMA, we took an architecturai approach to tackiing the multicast-with- 

QoS problem; this is different from most other work which take either the algorithmic or 

protocol approac h. 

The MRMA architecture was presented from two perspectives: functional and 

implementation. From the functionai perspective, we mode1 the MRMA as a set of 

loosely interacting Functional Modules (FMs) and a Multicast Management Kemel 

(MMK). The FMs represent stand-alone implementations for each of the key multicast 

functions: route selection, address allocation, session dvettisement, and congestion and 

transport control. The MMK is the MRMA architecture core, and serves to integrate al1 

the key multicast functions into a single coherent management system. Since there 

already exist solutions for each of the key multicast functions, we intended the FM and 

MMK mode1 to be flexible such that it facilitates leveraging of other existing 

technologies. 



From the implementation perspective, the MRMA implernents a hierarchical 

architecture that deploys centnlized monitoring and route selection, and distributed 

management of the multicast sessions. These features, together, ailow the MRMh to be 

both scalable and accurate. The architecture is comprise of three management entity 

types: a Domain Manager thnt handles al1 global operations. Session Managers that are 

dynamically spawned to manage ail operations pertaining to each multicast session, and 

Element Agents that manage the local resource allocation and monitoring operations of 

each network node. The Session Manager (SM) is a novel concept that we introduced 

for managing multicast sessions. For each multicast session, there is one SM that is 

dynamically spawned to manage al1 operations pertaining to that session. Dedicating 

one SM per session achieves fair distribution of the immense processing load of 

provision multicast service in the dornain arncng many management entities while still 

allowing multicast routing and other session-related decisions to be decided centrally. 

Centralized decisions are generally more optimal then distributed ones since they are 

based on more complete information. Moreover, we moved the SM outside the network 

and ont0 the multicast hosts to achieve further load distribution. 

In addition to the MRMA architecture. this thesis also presented an accompanying 

protocol, the Native Multicast Management Protocol (NMMP). NMMP covers both 

kemel operations and multicast operations. The protocol specifies for each operation the 

exact signaling procedure and corresponding command set. NMMP is customized for the 

MRMA architecture. Note, however, that the MRMA is not strictly confined to 

deploying W. Instead. the MRMA is designed to be easily customized for 

integrating other similar protocols such as QoSMIC by modifying each of the 

management entities' Operations Manager module. 

Due to the broad range of research areas and issues touched-upon by the MRMA, we 

had to limit the scope of the thesis. We confined the scope of the design to the 

operational context that is defined by the Context Mode1 described in 3.2.1. As such, the 

MRMA presented in this thesis is customized for intra-domain operritions; however, the 

general MRMA architecture c m  be naturally extended to aiso suppoa inter-domain 

operations. Initial designs for provisioning inter-domain multicast was presented in 4.4. 

Moreover, in this thesis we particularly focused on the design of the MMK component. 



This is because it is the core component that serves as a platform for connecting al1 the 

other MRMA components together, and we are currently not aware of any other similar 

work on such a platform. 

6.1 Future Research Directions 

The work presented in this thesis represents the first phase of the MRMA architecture 

design and serves as the basis for further research. The next phase calls for simulating 

the architecture performance. The performance can be evaluated by measuring such 

panmeters as the mean and peak congestion levels caused by centralized monitoring, the 

mean response tirne of centralized multicast route selection (which directly relates to the 

join latency for new members), the mean call-blocking rate for the domain, and the 

effect of scaling. Simulations cm also verify the analytic analysis for the control 

overhead presented in Chapter 5. In conjunction with the simulations, work cm proceed 

to implement a prototype. Actuai deployrnent of the system will allow evaluation of 

aspects of the MRMA architecture that cannot be properly simulated. The prototype will 

require implementation of the MMK, FMs and the various databases. The MMK cm be 

implemented from the specifications presented in Chapter 3 and coding of the NMMP 

protocol from Chapter 4. However, detailed specification of the FMs and various 

databases were not presented in this thesis since we designed the architecture to rely on 

extension and leveraging of existing solutions. Candidate solutions for each of the FMs 

and various databases were listed throughout the thesis, but more research is required to 

investigate how to integrate them into the MRMA. Through simulation and 

implementation, we hope to evaluate the architecture's overall ability to provision 

multicast-with-QoS service. 
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